From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Council
Hay Road Proposed Development Opposition to Rezoning
Thursday, October 10, 2019 10:14:04 AM

Dear Honorable Mayor and Council Members,
     I'm writing to you to express my disapproval with the proposed rezoning in my Upper
Arrow Heights community: 1794/1836 Hay Road, 1738 Grizzly Lane. As an owner resident living
within 100m of these addresses, I strongly believe that this is not an appropriate location for
this size of development, a higher density zoned area in the middle of a quiet R1
neighborhood. This increased density will negatively change the character of our single-family
community. I moved to this community because of the myriad benefits of a quiet R1
neighborhood. This development with negatively affect my family’s quality of life.
     I agree that our city needs higher density housing but the location of these developments
need to be near amenities and on major roads. We are already forced to cope with current
increased density (issues of air/light/noise pollution included) in our neighborhood because of
Mackenize Village and for the next decade until all 1,178 units are built.
     Our community of Upper Arrow Heights has one road in and out that is already congested.
There are no amenities nearby and the increased vehicular traffic from this proposed 60+
residences poses a bid safety issues. Hay Road has no shoulders or sidewalks where our
children walk to/from school and where many of us walk/cycle. This increase in traffic will also
be driving through Arrow Heights School zone which again puts our children at an increased
safety risk. I am also concerned about the increased pressure that will be placed on the water
and sewer infrastructure. There will be degradation of the greenspace that affects the animals
that live and travel through this land. There is very little if any greenspace in the proposed
plans and there will be deforestation necessary for the size of development despite what the
developer has promised.
What is the developer doing for the community and the city that benefits us all? What are
they giving back?
As an elected member, I urge you to make the right decision, the decision that will respect the
wishes of the residents of this quiet single-family neighborhood and oppose this application
for rezoning. Keep this area of Upper Arrow Height zoned R1 and do not move forward with
any development plan of this site until the new OCP has been completed.
Respectfully,
Sue Nielsen

1929/1939 Upper McKinnon Road
Revelstoke, BC

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Council; Michael Coulson; Gary Sulz; Michael Brooks-Hill; Nicole Cherlet; Steven Cross; Rob Elliott; Rhind, Jackie;
Cody Younker
Hay Road proposed development
Friday, October 11, 2019 11:52:18 AM

In regards to the new development proposed for 1794 and 1836 Hay Road in Upper Arrow
Heights, I feel very strongly about not having a relatively high density development in the
middle of an established R1 neighbourhood. We fell in love with and bought in Upper Arrow
Heights exactly because of the large lots and quiet nature of the neighbourhood. I’m very
concerned about the increased traffic congestion and associated safety concerns, especially
with only one road into our neighbourhood. I’m also very concerned about the increased
noise and light pollution. With development, I realize that there will be an increase in traffic
and noise/light but it will be much greater with 65 homes versus the 15-20 homes that would
be developed with ~1/4 acre lots. I am not against higher density housing, in fact I generally
support the idea but it needs to be in the right setting, one that already has higher density, is
closer to the city core, close to amenities, and is on a main thoroughfare that has public
transportation, like the old Begbie school site. There is already the enormous, relatively high
density, McKenzie village project underway. This project proceeded against the wishes of
many local residents, please don’t do this again. This recent Hay Road proposal situation is
reminiscent of the rezoning issue surrounding short term rentals; at first applications were all
being granted and only after citizens were aware of this and began coming to council
meetings and speaking out did council start to deny these applications. There is a lot of
growing opposition to this Hay Road development now ongoing within the neighbourhood. A
petition is being circulated and citizens are becoming informed. We look forward to hearing
and seeing a lower density alternate proposal.
Sincerely, Chris Thorson, 1939 Upper McKinnon Road
PS; I have been away from town much of the last 4 months so am just now voicing my
opposition. I own and live here full time.  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Council
High- density development, 1794 and 1836 Hay Road, 1738 Grizzly Lane
Tuesday, October 15, 2019 6:29:57 PM

Dear Mayor and Members of City Council
I Bernhard Ehmann strongly object to any High- density development in Upper Arrow Heights!
Hay Road is the only access road to Upper Arrow Heights, it has no Sidewalk.For Children walking or biking to
School is hazardous now!More so in Wintertime. High density development will increase Traffic substantially with
will affect all of us living in Upper Arrow Heights!
Like most of us here we moved here for the quiet Neighbourhood,the single Family lots with its privacy. These lots
are in high demand
by locals and newcomers alike! High density development would ruin the Neighbourhood and negatively our
Property Values!
Please refuse all High density development in Upper Arrow Heights!
Sincerely!
Bernhard Ehmann   

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Council
High- density development, 1794 and 1836 Hay Road, 1738 Grizzly Lane
Tuesday, October 15, 2019 6:29:57 PM

Dear Mayor and Members of City Council
I Bernhard Ehmann strongly object to any High- density development in Upper Arrow Heights!
Hay Road is the only access road to Upper Arrow Heights, it has no Sidewalk.For Children walking or biking to
School is hazardous now!More so in Wintertime. High density development will increase Traffic substantially with
will affect all of us living in Upper Arrow Heights!
Like most of us here we moved here for the quiet Neighbourhood,the single Family lots with its privacy. These lots
are in high demand
by locals and newcomers alike! High density development would ruin the Neighbourhood and negatively our
Property Values!
Please refuse all High density development in Upper Arrow Heights!
Sincerely!
Bernhard Ehmann   

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Council
application for re-zoning: 1794 and 1836 Hay Road; 1738 Grizzly Lane
Tuesday, October 15, 2019 4:47:29 PM

Dear Mayor Sulz and Council members,
I am writing in regards to the proposed re-zoning application for the above mentioned addresses.
I am strongly against this proposal. I bought land and built in Revelstoke 18 years ago. I purposely purchased land
to build on in THIS neighbourhood because it was zoned R1, it was quiet, it was away from the downtown core.
I realize much has happened in Revelstoke since 2001: there is much more growth and demand for housing.
That said, as Jeff Bellis mentioned in his letter to the Revelstoke Review dated Sept. 16, 2019: the people who chose
to live in Upper Arrow Heights did so because of the zoning, and the fact that it is a quiet neighbourhood. Council
already approved the massive Mackenzie Village development - as put forth by the developer - with nary a change.
Even though the entire neighbourhood showed up at the meeting, or wrote to Council, expressing their disapproval
of a development of this magnitude.
Now this application for more of the same.
Put your higher density housing in the downtown core, where it makes more sense. Downtown is within walking
distance of all amenities and the sewer system is in place.
Keep Upper Arrow Heights zoned at R1. This is what the residents of Upper Arrow Heights paid for, and what we
continue to pay for through some of the highest taxes levied by the City.
Sincerely,
Nancy Geismar
1525 Hay Road, Revelstoke

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Council
Hay road high density development
Saturday, October 19, 2019 1:28:08 PM

Hi all,
Hope you've had a great weekend with your families.
I'm just sending a little email which I would never normally do.
I just want to say that in my opinion if approval is given for this high density development on
Hay road that there will almost certainly be a serious accident on the road.
There is no side walk anywhere in upper arrow Heights, this means that the growing number
of children in the area and young couples walk in the road, usually with children to school or
with dogs on a walk.
And along with the very high number of vehicles driving the road to their residence, to bed
and breakfasts or to their workplace with all the construction in the area, adding more vehicles
to this road will have serious consequences.
I could go on with opinions and stories I've heard, but with the development of the next phase
of McKenzie village and the Hay road development in an area with no public transport, no
side walks, one path that is not maintained* in a R1 and R2 area is just crazy, it couldn't be
more embarrassing for you if you did approve it.
I'm all for the correct development of revelstoke, but just not there, even McKenzie village is a
laugh to everyone who comes here as it's in the middle of nowhere.
* The paths that joins upper arrow Heights and lower arrow Heights at biatecki to arrow drive
is the only way to get to the school and the rest of town on foot, if this was maintained all year
this would take some pressure off the people who are asking for a side walk on Nichol, this is
centrally located for everyone up in upper arrow Heights can use it, if for example the Nichol
side walk got built it would not benefit the majority of the residents in the area, walking to
school/play parks or to town would mean walking all the way along Hay (as already
mentioned if the development goes ahead with no side walks) then Walking down Nichol onto
your final destination.
This path or even opening an official maintained path from Hay to illecillewaet road would be
more beneficial then the side of McKenzie village which only a few will fully benefit from.
So this email has a few items of interest for you, politics and emails are not my strong point,
so apologies if it's not correct grammar.
In summary, I don't agree with the development of Hay road for the safety of everyone who
walks the road, and seperate to the development I'd like to see some form of pathway
maintained all year connection upper arrow Heights with the rest of the town, this encouraging
more people to walk or bike which is better for the environment.
Jon Somers and family
Resident of Hay road,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Council
Hay road development
Friday, October 25, 2019 9:31:14 PM

Dear Council,
I have been a resident to Revelstoke for the past 25 years. I am opposed to the planned rezoning on Hay Road in upper arrow heights. I think that with the addition of Stage 2 of
McKenzie village Arrow Heights has had a disproportional amount of high density
development in the past few years with no real focus on infrastructure like proper
sidewalks along Airport Way, Nichol road to name just a few roads that are dangerous to walk
on.
I hope council will see that arrow heights does not need this type of development at the
present time.
Sincerely,
Mike Welch

October 27, 2019
Mayor and City Council of Revelstoke, BC
216 Mackenzie Avenue
P.O. Box 170
Revelstoke, BC V0E 2S0
Phone: 250 837-2161
Fax: 250 837-4930
RE: Rezoning Upper Arrow Heights, Lots 1794 and 1836 Hay Road, Lot 1738 Grizzly
Lane
Dear Mayor and City Council of Revelstoke, BC,
I am a newcomer to Revelstoke. I plan to live full time in Revelstoke. My permanent
residency application was accepted September 30, 2019.
I chose to retire in Revelstoke because of the outdoor recreation, inherent beauty of
the landscape and the community spirit of the town. Initially, I came for the skiing,
but I bought property and stayed because of the community. Revelstoke is special!
I give thanks every day to be a part of such a scenic, warm, friendly community.
In August 2016, I chose to purchase 1570 Birch Drive because it was a nice size lot
in a quiet neighborhood with dedicated green space. If I had wanted to live in highdensity housing, I would have purchased a condo in Mackenzie Village. When I
purchased my lot, I was led to believe I was purchasing property in a neighborhood
with single- family homes.
Presently, I rent a Heritage Home on Third Street East. I enjoy immensely the
convenience of being able to walk to town, restaurants, grocery stores, pharmacies,
post office, library, recreation center, museums, hockey games, the Performing Arts
Center, Greenbelt trails, etc. I rarely drive my car except to visit my house on Birch
Drive. A tank of gas lasts over a month, which is great for both the monthly budget
and environment. It makes more sense to locate high-density housing in areas easily
accessible to town, such as the former school sites, where owners/tenants can walk
to amenities and services rather than add to congestion and pollution on town
roads.
I hired Stark Architecture Vancouver, BC to design my house. Initially, Stark
designed it to be built as a passive home with a local builder who missed the costs
by over double my budget. Several reputable builders gave me estimates to build
passively, which I could not afford, but instead compromised with solar efficient
placed windows, ICF and an energy efficient NTI combo furnace with hot water on
demand.

Based on my recent experience, I am skeptical the proposed high- density
development can be built both passively and affordable for the middle class!
The Stoke Living website is shiny and pretty and promises passive buildings.
I would need irrefutable evidence Stoke Living can deliver on their promises before
considering rezoning Upper Arrow Heights. I believe there is a high probability they
will either be back before the project is completed requesting a variance from
building passively or their “affordable” housing units will only be attainable by
wealthy clients resulting in additional stress on a maxed out waste water treatment
facility, safety issues for neighborhood children walking or riding their bicycles,
overcrowded school classrooms, traffic congestion and pollution.
A serious concern has been raised regarding an evacuation plan for Arrow Heights
in case of an emergency, such as the recent gas leak in town or a fire. Hay Road is the
only entrance and exit to Arrow Heights with over 140 occupied homes and
numerous additional sold, undeveloped lots.
I believe a prudent Mayor and City Council need to address current infrastructure
issues in Arrow Heights before creating new and possibly more serious
infrastructure issues.
Finally, I respectfully request, in the spirit of transparency and community
engagement, information regarding rezoning proposals be posted on the City of
Revelstoke website. Presently, there is no mention of the current rezoning proposal
on the Development Services, Planning Services or Rezoning Applications
websites/links. I, also, respectfully request to be contacted when meetings are
scheduled to discuss the Upper Arrow Heights rezoning proposal.
Respectfully,
Elizabeth P Boulton DVM, DACVS
1570 Birch Drive
Revelstoke, BC
PO Box 2154 for the month of November.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Vogt Haines; Council; Michael Coulson
Marianne Wade; Hazel Christy; Selkirk Planning & Design
AW: Hay/Grizzly road re-zoning proposal
Monday, October 28, 2019 3:53:59 PM

Dear Dr Haines,
Thank you for including me on this e-mail and thereby allowing me the opportunity to respond to your
comments. I believe that there are some misunderstandings expressed, which means that we need
communicate better what it is we are trying to achieve at the Hay Rd property. We have, therefore,
created a FAQ section on our website, which addresses many of the points raised in our dialogue with
residents in the neighbourhood (https://stokedliving.ca/faq/).
Our neighbourhood involvement is certainly not just lip service, as evidenced by the fact we have revised
plans more than six times already based on the community feedback. I believe your husband was at the
first neighbourhood meeting, so he should be able to confirm the changes that have been made. To
highlight some key items:
The initial plans foresaw up to 67 units. We have reduced the number to 60 units now. This is not
just reducing it by over 10%. It is a direct result of the conversation we've had with the neighbours
on the north and south side of the property and specifically redesigning the layout to give them
more space by creating larger lots in their immediate proximity.
We have added a landscape buffer between surrounding properties and Hay Road and will design
them in accordance with those neighbours (some don’t want more trees close to their property
line).
We have refrained from putting duplexes and rowhouses next to existing single family units as part
of this feedback process. We have placed single-family residential around the exterior of the
property so that existing single family is matched with single-family on this property.
We don’t believe this should be considered a high-density development, as explained in detail on our
website. This development is a moderate increase over other single-family development in Revelstoke.
We have designed the property to conform with the Official Community Plan Future Growth Land Use
which states, “Promote infill developments with mixed uses and a range of housing options in a scale
that is compatible with the neighbourhood.” (p.74 of Revelstoke’s Official Community Plan). The Future
Growth Land Use designation means we cannot simply go in and build R1 everywhere. We are required
to develop a comprehensive plan that meets the goals and policies within Revelstoke’s OCP.
The main goal of this project is to provide a variety of housing options for Revelstoke families in the
moderate to high income bracket as identified in Revelstoke’s recently completed Affordable Housing
Needs and Demand Analysis Report (2018). These are families that need more than a basement suite,
but who are now priced out of the single-family housing market in Revelstoke.
I would also like to point out that we are going over and beyond many aspects of what is required when
developing such a property.
We are:
engaging the neighbourhood before submitting our final development proposal to listen to what

you and your neighbours have to say prior to putting this in front of Council;
building to a very high energy standard,
providing rental houses,
creating community spaces,
building back alleys to get cars off the streets, and
preserving mature trees.
Most important to me is that by no means is the project about making a quick dollar. My aim is to do
something reasonable with this property. While I can totally relate to the sentiment that nothing in
Revelstoke should change, and that it is perfect just the way it is, the truth of the matter is that Revelstoke
is growing. Stoked Living is what future growth – done sustainably and mindfully – should look like. I also
do not see why Arrow Heights, my home residence too, should not be part of the solution to our current
housing crisis.
I would very much appreciate the opportunity to sit down in person with you, listen to your concerns and
answer any questions you may still have.   
Yours sincerely,
Stefan

Dr. Stefan Maunz

Revelstoke, BC

Von: Victoria Vogt Haines
Gesendet: October 26, 2019 2:16 PM
An: council@revelstoke.ca; mcoulson@revelstoke.ca
Cc:
Betreff: Hay/Grizzly road re-zoning proposal
Dear Revelstoke Council,
As a resident of and home owner on Hay Rd., I write to add my voice to those requesting your rejection of the
request to re-zone 1794 and 1836 Hay Rd and 1738 Grizzley Lane for high density development.
My husband and I were shocked and disappointed when the community voice was baldly ignored without
explanation and council voted to approve Mackenzie Village in front of the 300 people that met to present concerns
and opposition at a 2 hour meeting that had been billed as a feedback forum. Feedback for what? A repeat of this
treatment will further cement the neighbourhoods belief that our city's forum for community feedback is not much
more than window dressing.
Hay Rd is a one way entry/exit street. We live on Hay Rd. The traffic, especially in winter when we can't we can't
see around the snow piled on our yards for 5 months is significant. The congestion increases as the vacation rental
homes are inhabited with tourists parking snowmobile trailers and multiple vehicles in the street. We don't have
sidewalks. This is not the street to increase traffic on.

Many of our neighbours don't have city sewer and are still living on septic systems.
If the City has concomitant plans to upgrade waste management for the people already living and paying taxes here,
sidewalks or bike lanes for the school children, and plans to build additional road access to downtown at another exit
point from Hay Rd, there may be potential for more positivity from the neighbourhood.
It is my observation that repeated calls for high density developments in appropriate locations closer to the
downtown core, where increased traffic is absorbable, ex: Mountain View and Southside school sites, seem to be
ineffectual. I don't understand this. Why?
We appreciate the difficulty of decision making, and attraction of short term solutions to plump the struggling city
coffers. Our hope is that long range planning for the health of Revelstoke neighbourhoods does not, however,
include a strategy of letting every out-of-town developer that scoops up a plot of land have his way with it, failing
to adequately meet all infrastructure expansions required to support it, and ignoring the people it impacts.
Please reject this re-zoning request.
Please focus the community housing plan on areas that make sense. Please don't continue letting developers drive
the agenda.
Vikki Haines

Dear Mayor Sulz and Council Members,
I am against the proposed zoning change on Hay road.
Neighbourhood impact to Arrow Heights from Mackenzie Village, RMR, as well as many new
single family dwellings is already significant.
Impacts include:
-increased traffic,
-Increased vehicle speeds in spite of the school zone on Nichol road
-access to Nichol road from Hay road on ski days is already lengthy
-increased number of vacation rentals
-feeling that developers have more say than residents
Before we have any more development, we need to wait for the completion of Mackenzie
village to assess further impacts.
Issues to address
-new access off Camozzi to take the pressure off Hay road
-sewer
-roundabout on Nichol road
-sidewalks and/or a dedicated bike/walk lane/path to the ski hill
-how much new housing is going to vacation rental in the name of increasing local housing
What makes Revelstoke so special are the neighbourhoods, each with their own flavour.
No other neighbourhood in Revelstoke has been impacted as heavily by development, in so
short a timeframe.
The pressure to accommodate more high-density housing (especially if most of it goes to
vacation rental) should not be borne solely by Arrow Heights.
Thank you for your time.
Best regards,
Josee Zimanyi

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Vogt Haines
Council; Michael Coulson; Stefan Maunz
Marianne Wade; Hazel Christy; Selkirk Planning & Design
Re: AW: Hay/Grizzly road re-zoning proposal
Wednesday, November 6, 2019 6:14:03 PM

Thank you for taking the time to provide this response, Stefan.
The concerns I expressed in my letter related specifically to infrastructure supports for a growing
neighbourhood. I am hoping for more understanding from you and the City Planning department
regarding the 3 infrastructure concerns I outlined:
1. construction of a 2nd entry/exit point to Upper Arrow Hts. The corner of Hay and Nichol cannot
continue as the sole access point to this entire zone as the density of the neighbourhood increases.
2. sidewalks down Hay and completion of the Nichol sidewalks to improve safety if/when traffic increases.
3. understanding of a waste management plan that provides sewer to the rest of Upper Arrow Hts
Your response to me addressed none of these.
My personal understanding of and perceived impact regarding the # of units proposed, landscaping etc.
of the development itself is based on feedback I am hearing around the neighbourhood. Because of our
home's distance from the actual site, I have engaged somewhat less on those aspects. To that point
though, your efforts to solicit community feedback did not include more than a few homes in your 100m
buffer, 20 or so (?), to which you delivered the information packages. My husband Russ came to the
meeting, but only because someone who had received the info package made photocopies and
distributed it. We had no idea prior to that. A boom to traffic on Hay impacts many more people than you
have sought input from. I encourage you to cast your feedback net much wider going forward, a
demonstration of sincerity I believe would be meaningful to the community here.
You suggest that all residents of Arrow Hts must do their part to improve housing access in Revelstoke. I
think you'll find reception of that particular point in this neighbourhood pretty grim. Arrow Hts is more than
stretching itself to absorb the poorly supported, massive Mackenzie Village. I'm afraid David Evans has
scooped you on that one. As long as the much more appropriate downtown sites at Southside and
Mountain View remain undeveloped, I think you are going to have a hard time with implying that Arrow
Hts just needs to pony up......certainly not unless responsible neighbourhood-wide infrastructure supports
are guaranteed.
The topic of meaningful community feedback is something I have ever increasing uncertainty about, and
look forward to hearing from Council, or Marianne and Hazel who you've copied in, what type
of community feedback the city considers actionable and what accountabilities are honoured in
engagement processes. This is not at all clear to me.
Again, thank you for this initial response.
Vikki Haines

On Monday, October 28, 2019, 03:53:55 PM PDT, Stefan Maunz

Dear Dr Haines,

wrote:
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Council; Michael Coulson; Stefan Maunz
Marianne Wade; Hazel Christy; Selkirk Planning & Design
Re: AW: Hay/Grizzly road re-zoning proposal
Wednesday, November 6, 2019 6:14:03 PM

Thank you for taking the time to provide this response, Stefan.
The concerns I expressed in my letter related specifically to infrastructure supports for a growing
neighbourhood. I am hoping for more understanding from you and the City Planning department
regarding the 3 infrastructure concerns I outlined:
1. construction of a 2nd entry/exit point to Upper Arrow Hts. The corner of Hay and Nichol cannot
continue as the sole access point to this entire zone as the density of the neighbourhood increases.
2. sidewalks down Hay and completion of the Nichol sidewalks to improve safety if/when traffic increases.
3. understanding of a waste management plan that provides sewer to the rest of Upper Arrow Hts
Your response to me addressed none of these.
My personal understanding of and perceived impact regarding the # of units proposed, landscaping etc.
of the development itself is based on feedback I am hearing around the neighbourhood. Because of our
home's distance from the actual site, I have engaged somewhat less on those aspects. To that point
though, your efforts to solicit community feedback did not include more than a few homes in your 100m
buffer, 20 or so (?), to which you delivered the information packages. My husband Russ came to the
meeting, but only because someone who had received the info package made photocopies and
distributed it. We had no idea prior to that. A boom to traffic on Hay impacts many more people than you
have sought input from. I encourage you to cast your feedback net much wider going forward, a
demonstration of sincerity I believe would be meaningful to the community here.
You suggest that all residents of Arrow Hts must do their part to improve housing access in Revelstoke. I
think you'll find reception of that particular point in this neighbourhood pretty grim. Arrow Hts is more than
stretching itself to absorb the poorly supported, massive Mackenzie Village. I'm afraid David Evans has
scooped you on that one. As long as the much more appropriate downtown sites at Southside and
Mountain View remain undeveloped, I think you are going to have a hard time with implying that Arrow
Hts just needs to pony up......certainly not unless responsible neighbourhood-wide infrastructure supports
are guaranteed.
The topic of meaningful community feedback is something I have ever increasing uncertainty about, and
look forward to hearing from Council, or Marianne and Hazel who you've copied in, what type
of community feedback the city considers actionable and what accountabilities are honoured in
engagement processes. This is not at all clear to me.
Again, thank you for this initial response.
Vikki Haines

On Monday, October 28, 2019, 03:53:55 PM PDT, Stefan Maunz

Dear Dr Haines,

wrote:

Thank you for including me on this e-mail and thereby allowing me the opportunity to respond to your
comments. I believe that there are some misunderstandings expressed, which means that we need
communicate better what it is we are trying to achieve at the Hay Rd property. We have, therefore,
created a FAQ section on our website, which addresses many of the points raised in our dialogue with
residents in the neighbourhood (https://stokedliving.ca/faq/).

Our neighbourhood involvement is certainly not just lip service, as evidenced by the fact we have revised
plans more than six times already based on the community feedback. I believe your husband was at the
first neighbourhood meeting, so he should be able to confirm the changes that have been made. To
highlight some key items:

The initial plans foresaw up to 67 units. We have reduced the number to 60 units now. This is not
just reducing it by over 10%. It is a direct result of the conversation we've had with the neighbours
on the north and south side of the property and specifically redesigning the layout to give them
more space by creating larger lots in their immediate proximity.
We have added a landscape buffer between surrounding properties and Hay Road and will design
them in accordance with those neighbours (some don’t want more trees close to their property
line).
We have refrained from putting duplexes and rowhouses next to existing single family units as part
of this feedback process. We have placed single-family residential around the exterior of the
property so that existing single family is matched with single-family on this property.

We don’t believe this should be considered a high-density development, as explained in detail on our
website. This development is a moderate increase over other single-family development in Revelstoke.
We have designed the property to conform with the Official Community Plan Future Growth Land Use
which states, “Promote infill developments with mixed uses and a range of housing options in a scale
that is compatible with the neighbourhood.” (p.74 of Revelstoke’s Official Community Plan). The Future
Growth Land Use designation means we cannot simply go in and build R1 everywhere. We are required
to develop a comprehensive plan that meets the goals and policies within Revelstoke’s OCP.

The main goal of this project is to provide a variety of housing options for Revelstoke families in the
moderate to high income bracket as identified in Revelstoke’s recently completed Affordable Housing
Needs and Demand Analysis Report (2018). These are families that need more than a basement suite,
but who are now priced out of the single-family housing market in Revelstoke.

I would also like to point out that we are going over and beyond many aspects of what is required when
developing such a property.
We are:
engaging the neighbourhood before submitting our final development proposal to listen to what

you and your neighbours have to say prior to putting this in front of Council;
building to a very high energy standard,
providing rental houses,
creating community spaces,
building back alleys to get cars off the streets, and
preserving mature trees.

Most important to me is that by no means is the project about making a quick dollar. My aim is to do
something reasonable with this property. While I can totally relate to the sentiment that nothing in
Revelstoke should change, and that it is perfect just the way it is, the truth of the matter is that Revelstoke
is growing. Stoked Living is what future growth – done sustainably and mindfully – should look like. I also
do not see why Arrow Heights, my home residence too, should not be part of the solution to our current
housing crisis.

I would very much appreciate the opportunity to sit down in person with you, listen to your concerns and
answer any questions you may still have.   

Yours sincerely,
Stefan

Dr. Stefan Maunz

Revelstoke, BC

Von: Victoria Vogt Haines
Gesendet: October 26, 2019 2:16 PM
An: council@revelstoke.ca; mcoulson@revelstoke.ca
Cc: info@stokedliving.ca
Betreff: Hay/Grizzly road re-zoning proposal

Dear Revelstoke Council,

As a resident of and home owner on Hay Rd., I write to add my voice to those requesting your rejection of
the request to re-zone 1794 and 1836 Hay Rd and 1738 Grizzley Lane for high density development.

My husband and I were shocked and disappointed when the community voice was baldly ignored without
explanation and council voted to approve Mackenzie Village in front of the 300 people that met to present
concerns and opposition at a 2 hour meeting that had been billed as a feedback forum. Feedback for
what? A repeat of this treatment will further cement the neighbourhoods belief that our city's forum for
community feedback is not much more than window dressing.

Hay Rd is a one way entry/exit street. We live on Hay Rd. The traffic, especially in winter when we can't
we can't see around the snow piled on our yards for 5 months is significant. The congestion increases as
the vacation rental homes are inhabited with tourists parking snowmobile trailers and multiple vehicles in
the street. We don't have sidewalks. This is not the street to increase traffic on.

Many of our neighbours don't have city sewer and are still living on septic systems.

If the City has concomitant plans to upgrade waste management for the people already living and paying
taxes here, sidewalks or bike lanes for the school children, and plans to build additional road access to
downtown at another exit point from Hay Rd, there may be potential for more positivity from the
neighbourhood.

It is my observation that repeated calls for high density developments in appropriate locations closer to
the downtown core, where increased traffic is absorbable, ex: Mountain View and Southside school sites,
seem to be ineffectual. I don't understand this. Why?

We appreciate the difficulty of decision making, and attraction of short term solutions to plump the
struggling city coffers. Our hope is that long range planning for the health of Revelstoke neighbourhoods
does not, however, include a strategy of letting every out-of-town developer that scoops up a plot of land
have his way with it, failing to adequately meet all infrastructure expansions required to support it, and
ignoring the people it impacts.

Please reject this re-zoning request.

Please focus the community housing plan on areas that make sense. Please don't continue letting
developers drive the agenda.

Vikki Haines

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Sulz
Council; Dawn Low; Marianne Wade
[External] Re: [External] re: Council meeting, Dec. 12, Arrow Heights re-zoning
Friday, December 13, 2019 6:57:58 AM

Thank you, Mayor Sulz, for your response.
I will share with as many neighbours as possible so we can be engaged in the process.
Best regards,
Nancy
On Dec 13, 2019, at 12:22 AM, Gary Sulz <gsulz@revelstoke.ca> wrote:
> Dear Nancy,
> Today’s meeting was a Committee of the Whole Meeting. These meetings are designed for staff to discuss with
Council items concerning city departments. No decisions are made by Council at these meetings. Decisions are
done in Council meetings usually every second Tuesday. A portion of today’s meeting was used for our planning
department to update council on issues related to the Arrow Heights/Hay Road development application. There was
no breach of trust between the City and its residents and no hidden agenda. Council has not made up its mind on
this because nothing has been brought to Council to decide on. We have been told that the developer is holding an
open house on December 18th and residents can engage with the proponent at that time. The City planning
department will hold an OCP amendment meeting on this development sometime in January hopefully at the Arrow
Heights School giving the community a chance to engage with City Staff and Council regarding this development
and when the zoning is discussed there will be another chance for residents to engage at a formal public hearing. I
feel that this will give residents plenty of opportunity to engage with Council and staff prior to final decisions being
made. Should you wish to discuss this further with me please do not hesitate to contact my executive assistant at
250-837-2911 and she will set up an appointment.
>
> I trust this information is helpful.
>
> Kind regards,
>
> Gary Sulz
> Mayor
> City of Revelstoke
>
>> On Dec 12, 2019, at 9:39 PM, Nancy Geismar
wrote:
>>
>> Dear Mayor Sulz and Council members:
>>
>> I was extremely disappointed to have missed the meeting held today at 2 pm. I didn’t receive notice until 1 pm (a
neighbour called). I had a hospital appointment in Salmon Arm this afternoon. Most of my neighbours and myself
work full-time. We would certainly have been able to make more of a presence with more notice.
>>
>> I was told that Council meetings where this re-zoning application would be discussed would be on Tuesdays. But
it appears that is not the case.
>>
>> It feels like another breach in trust between the City and the citizens. It also feels like you have made up your
mind and do not care to hear from the neighbours who have written letters and signed a petition against yet more
development in our neighbourhood.
>>
>> Nancy Geismar

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Council; Building
Nancy Home
[External]feedback on the Hay Road development proposal
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 8:32:06 AM

To Revelstoke Council members and the Building department:
I wish to share more feedback on the proposed Hay Road/Grizzly Road development.
1. I have serious concerns over the traffic issue. In your video, you talk about a round-about
possibly being in place, maybe, sometime between 2021-23. In my opinion, the traffic issues,
and accompanying sidewalk issues need to be addressed FIRST. Not last. And it can’t be a
“maybe”. It needs to be a deliverable, up front.
2. It is unclear that there will be a sidewalk maintained along Hay Road AND Nichol Road
(to Arrow Heights School).
3. Area set aside in Upper Arrow Heights for parks and trails is sorely lacking. We (residents
of Upper Arrow Heights) have been fortunate to have green space in our neighbourhood for
many years. Now it is slowly being eroded away to nothing. There is nothing planned: no
sanctioned parks/open spaces, nor trails for connectivity. The trail network for Revelstoke has
been on the table for at least 20 years. Other neighbourhoods have planned parks and green
spaces. The areas designated in the new development are tiny (“pocket parks”) and more
suited for just the people who may live there.
4. I do not believe we have actually seen what the proposed homes look like; what is their
footprint; materials used; exterior cladding; what “passive” concepts will be incorporated?
These are being touted as “affordable” but not sure what that means (from a price standpoint).
Generally speaking, passive energy homes are more expensive, not less.
5. Density: this comes back to the traffic issue and the primary issue that people who live in
Upper Arrow Heights chose to live there because it was zoned R1. It had more green space
and was lower density. When you add in the basement suites in the 27 R1 homes, you get a
total of 87 residences. That’s a lot of people and that’s a lot of cars, which equates to more
traffic. Which brings me back to point #1, #2 and #3.
I do think there are merits to this development. The plan would be greatly improved if:
Fewer units were built and more green space retained
Traffic issues (round-about) sorted out in the early stages
Trail network (including through Mackenzie Village) was developed and sanctioned
Truly affordable housing was available (I’m not sure “affordable” has been defined)

Thank you for your time and thank you for listening,
Nancy Geismar
1525 Hay Road

Letter of June 24, 2020 – Withdrawn from record at request of submitter

From: Jeff Bellis <
>
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 9:45 AM
To: Dawn Low <dawn.low@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Concerns regarding OCP amendments for Hay rd. Development

Hi,
I am writing regarding the proposed Hay rd. OCP ammedment.
I am a resident of the upper Arrow Heights neighborhood. While I am supportive of new housing development in
Revelstoke I do not support the rezoning or plan for the Hay rd development. The Hay rd development as it is currently
being proposed will have an overall negative impact on upper Arrow Heights. Council and the planning department need
to acknowledge and rectify the following issues;
1) Mackenzie Village is the single biggest housing develpment in Revelstoke history and is located in the same upper
Arrow Heights neighborhood. The impacts of increased traffic, congestion, cyclists and pedestrians in the area have yet
to be determined. The Hay rd. rezoning should be delayed until the next phases of Mackenzie village are comlpeted and
the impacts can be determined. The Mackenzie village development will increase the housing inventory significantly,
offsetting the percieved need to rush the approval the Hay rd. development.
2) Upper Arrow Heights is accessed by Hay rd. There are no other access roads. The Hay rd development is proposing to
build 60 housing units. 27 of the units will be permitted to develop a secondary suite. Potentialy there will be 87 housing
units developed. The increased traffic on Hay rd will lead to significant congestion and increased hazard to neigborhood
residents. The traffic study was flawed and seems to make assumptions on the number of vehicles from non outdoor
recreation based cities. A quick drive past many of the Arrow Heights rental houses will show 4‐5‐6 vehicles parked at
each unit. The developers traffic study significantly underestimates the number of vehicles that will utilise Hay rd. if this
development is approved. Council and the planning department need to request an independant traffic impact study of
this development with data based on the average number of vehicles per rental unit in Revelstoke.
3) It is becoming increasingly apparent that council and the City of Revelstoke value the safety of Arrow Heights
residents less than those that live downtown. There are several examples. The recent detour onto 8th street motivated
the city to reduce the speed limit to 30kmh and place new speed limit signs every 50m. This action was taken on a rd
with four way stops every second intersection and a sidewalk along one side. In Arrow Heights the traffic has increased
exponentially on Airport Way and Nichol rd. since RMR opened. This increased traffic goes through a residential area, a
school zone and and only has an intermittent sidewalk on Nichol rd. The city response to the massive increase in traffic
was to do nothing. Pedestrians and school kids that live on the west side of Airport Way must face down powder crazed
traffic daily as they cross Airport way without a pedestrian crossing light. Yet the city has maintained the pedestrain
crossing light to the former Mt. Begbie Elementary that no longer exists. This attitude has shown itself in the city
response to this development as well. Little consideration has been given to how residents of Upper Arrow Heights will
safely walk or ride to other areas of Revelstoke. The proposed sidewalk on a portion fo Hay rd. is both ineffective and
short sighted as it will not connect with other safe pedestrian pathways. This proposal needs to be delayed until a
comprehensive trail plan is developed for all of Arrow Heights that will create safe pedestrain and cyclist pathways
between neighborhoods and to Arrow Heights Elementary school.
4)The City of Revelstoke is planning on updating the OCP neighborhood by neighborhood. It is unreasonable for council
to proceed with a major amendment to the OCP until an effective neighorhood consultation has occured.
I believe that the City of Revelstoke and Council are engaging in an unfair process to quickly approve this ammendment
without appropriate public consultation. The City can take more creative and proactive actions to ensure existing
1

residents of the upper Arrow Heights neigborhood have their concerns addressed. The current actions by council and
the City of Revelstoke have served the interests of the developer not existing residents.
Please confirm that you have recieved this email.
Thanks,
Jeff Bellis
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From: Steven Cross <
>
Sent: Sunday, July 26, 2020 7:26 PM
To: Dawn Low <dawn.low@revelstoke.ca>; Gary Sulz <gsulz@revelstoke.ca>
Cc: Nicole Cherlet <ncherlet@revelstoke.ca>; Michael Brooks‐Hill <mbrookshill@revelstoke.ca>; Rhind, Jackie
<jrhind@revelstoke.ca>; Rob Elliott <relliott@revelstoke.ca>; Cody Younker <cyounker@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda July 28, 2020 item 10c
July 26, 2020
For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda of July 28, 2020
Re: Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and 2266
Dear Ms. Low, Mayor Sulz, Councillors Brooks‐Hill, Cherlet, Elliot, Rhind, and Younker
First and foremost, as a citizen of Revelstoke, and secondly, as a home‐owner in Arrow Heights, I want it on record that I
am against Council approving the above noted Bylaw amendments. My specific reasons are as follows:
Bylaw 2265
OCP changes from Future Growth to T3 Sub‐Urban Land Use for the Development Proposal Area
Council voted to approve an area by area community consultation leading to OCP updates. The decision to update the
OCP this way was taken on the advice of staff that such a process would be effective, caring, and cost efficient. The
Arrow Heights area has not yet even begun its official consultation process and yet Staff are recommending that Council
supersede that process to approve this major zoning change. It is hard to conceive how doing so represents consistent
governance or a fair and caring process.
In addition, there has been no substantive discussion on what “Future Development” in the current OCP really means. I
submit that at the time that was written residents would have overwhelmingly construed future development to mean
more houses like the ones already there and that is certainly what the current residents of the proposed development
area thought it meant. To amend the OCP for this proposed development is to politically favor a developer over the
residents of Arrow Heights. In our democracy, where Councillors and Mayor are elected to represent the citizens while
making good decisions for the community overall, it is clear that sometimes these two concepts collide. A quality
process for decision‐making is essential to people retaining faith in the system. If Council elects to leapfrog the promised
OCP full consultation they promised in order to fast‐track this development then a grave miscarriage of process will have
occurred and the residents of Arrow Heights will have every right to feeling lied to and railroaded.
Since the OCP was last updated Revelstoke has got the process backwards. Developers should be asked to adhere to the
OCP until the OCP is changed through community discourse and broad agreement. But instead, developers have lobbied
for what is good for them and staff and Councils have largely supported those lobbies to the detriment of many and the
degradation of the OCP itself. It is time for Council to fully respect the OCP as being our communities guiding document.
The right thing for Mayor and Council to do is to defeat the proposed motion until any OCP amendments for any area of
Revelstoke can be properly done. That plan was recommended by staff and was approved by Council just a few months
ago. Mayor and Council should at least have the integrity to follow their own action plan and to keep their implied social
contract promise to the neighborhoods of Revelstoke.
Bylaw 2266
Amendment to Zoning Bylaw 1264 and 1984

The proposal by staff to Council on this is for the Single Family Residential District – R1 ‐ to be changed to
Comprehensive Development Zone 20 – CD20 ‐ for the proposed Hay Road development area.
On the process side of this issue, if Council approves these changes, which will have huge impacts on current residents in
the area, it will be a complete travesty of representation and a clear example of Council having little regard for those
most impacted when they make decisions. A developer buys land fully knowing what the zoning is and then lobbies staff
and Council to have it changed – how is that anything that Council should feel obliged to do? This is not an issue of the
common good over local residents but rather an issue of development over qualify of life.
It is easy in local politics to get bogged down in the minutia of rules and the threats of lobby groups while forgetting the
big picture is what matters most. But big picture philosophy ought to matter. Council would have every right to reject
this motion based only on the philosophy of keeping the OCP promise. But if that is not enough reason then the practical
details certainly are:
1. Hay Road is at best 1.5 lanes wide and barely able to handle the traffic it has now. In winter it is often down to
one lane. The developer funded traffic study came back saying no impact of adding 64 houses with up to 80
some household units. Such a study lacks credibility. What happened to the city hiring independent studies for
such issues and passing the cost onto the developer? Without independent studies residents can have no faith
the study was not tainted by prejudice. Council should defeat this motion and direct staff to commission a
credible traffic study, that takes into account the impact of Mackenzie Village over the coming years. The cost of
that study should be borne by the developer but not directed by him.
2. The proposal will apparently add sidewalks at the developers expense but history has shown that sidewalks cost
a great deal after they are built. So the residents of an R1 get their lives greatly impacted with more congestion
and noise only to also see their taxes go up for sidewalks that are only needed due to the development they
didn’t want. How is that good governance? Council should defeat this motion and direct staff to conduct and
present a full disclosure 20 year cost and tax impact for the proposed development.
3. The proposed development offers some trails but there is no comprehensive plan on the table for Arrow Heights
for a full trail system to be implemented. This is something residents have been asking about for years and yet
Council is now being asked to approve yet another comprehensive development without residents getting
confidence their need for a trail walking and cycling system be assured first. We want to be sustainable and a
trail system not only is safer and less costly than sidewalks, it is also more environmentally sound. Council
should vote to defeat this motion until staff present and Council passes a comprehensive trail development plan,
developed in consultation with residents and land owners for Arrow Heights.
4. As the increased traffic from Mackenzie Village and increased tourism builds, the Illecillewaet bridge is a
bottleneck point of major concern for our entire town. There is no way it is good governance to support more
development before a comprehensive plan is approved for Airport Way and the bridge.
5. The staff report explicitly states that the proposed development supports the Council strategic priorities of
Livability and Sustainability but Council has not yet actually done the work to define what those terms mean or
what residents believe they mean. How can it be good governance to use a defining term in such a context when
no one knows what that really means?
There are many other details in this that citizens need to be aware of and which Council should address, should they
pass these motions. If that comes to pass then those other details are for discussion.
The right thing for Mayor and Council to do now though is to vote against the proposed Bylaws so that Council can stay
honorable to its own OCP update plan and work to fulfil the needs of Arrow Heights for roads, trails, costs and tax load,
before more development is approved.
To do otherwise at this time is to break the social contract with the people of Arrow Heights, and indeed, with
Revelstoke in general.
To approve something like this, during the Covid Crisis, when citizens can’t really participate at Council meetings or

Public Hearings as they might normally be able to do so is especially poor. The better governance choice would be
postpone any major decision until the people you represent can actually be a full partner to the process.
Sincerely,
Steven Cross
1550 Praill Road
Revelstoke, BC
V0E 2S1
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From:
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 8:40 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>; Dawn Low <dawn.low@revelstoke.ca>
Cc: gsulz@revelsotke.ca
Subject: [External]Re: Hay Rd development

July 26,2020
“For official inclusion on Council agenda July 28,2020.
Re: Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and 2266
Dear Mayor Sulz, Ms Low, Councillors Elliot, Rhind, Cherlet, Brooks ‐Hill, Younker
I am writing regarding the proposed Hay Rd. development, rezoning and OCP amendment.
I am a resident of the upper Arrow Heights neighborhood living on Hay Road. While I am supportive of new housing
development in Revelstoke, I do not support the rezoning or plan for the Hay Rd development or any other until the OCP
revision is thoroughly researched and completed. While I appreciate that city staff and Council have the very difficult
job of planning growth in this booming resort town, I believe we only get one chance to do it right and we need to take it
slow. As such I feel Council and the planning department need to acknowledge and rectify the following issues:
Mackenzie Village, the single biggest housing development in Revelstoke, was previously approved without the
proper oversight, studies and adequate community input. The impacts on the Arrow Heights neighbourhood are yet
to be determined. The Hay Rd. rezoning should be delayed until the next phases of Mackenzie village are completed
and the impacts can be determined.
1) Almost all of Upper Arrow Heights is accessed by Hay Rd. There are no other access roads. Potentially, there will be
up to over 80 housing units (including secondary suites) developed with this plan The increased traffic on Hay Rd will
lead to significant increased traffic hazard to neighborhood residents. The traffic study seems flawed and does not take
into account that this is a ski resort town and the majority of the traffic is rushing to the ski hill at the same time as the
kids are going to school.
Council and the planning department need to request another independent traffic impact study of this development
combined with the traffic from the Mackenzie Village development plus increased build out and marketing of the ski hill.
The numerous vacation rentals in the area, legal and illegal, need to be taken into consideration.
The large number of parked snowmobile trailers (up to 3 or 4 per house) often on Hay Road further restricts the driving
and safe walking from the neighborhood.
2) Community trail plan: It is well past due for the city to come up with comprehensive and workable community trail
system. Footpath and bikepath community access are very high on the Livability and Sustainability checklist. It is
imperative that any new development connect with other safe pedestrian pathways to school, downtown and the ski
hill/golf course. I realize this can be a very costly and difficult process, but it is infinitely more expensive and difficult
AFTER developments are in place. The plan and right of ways need to be secured before any further development takes
place.
1

This proposal needs to be delayed until a comprehensive trail plan is developed for all of Arrow Heights. The Council and
staff need to work out a way to get a trail from the new development across Mackenzie Village property to the Arrow
Heights school and on to downtown (where there was one historically). This section of trail will become a very
important link in the trail system from downtown and the rest of town to the ski hill/golf course resort.
3)The City of Revelstoke is planning on updating the OCP neighborhood by neighborhood. It is unreasonable for council
to proceed with a major amendment to the OCP until an effective neighborhood consultation has occurred. It is unfair to
proceed with any development before the OCP revision has occurred.
4) It seems like an unfair time to rush projects and OCP revisions through. Many people are away during summer
months, as well, effective community consultation is hindered during Covid impacts. Please respect your citizens and
wait for meaningful OCP revsions that the community of Revelstoke wants and decides on, then respect those wishes.
I urge you to please delay the approval of this development until the above issues are resolved.
Please confirm that you have received this email and will include it in the official council meeting on Tues July 28 2020.
Thank you,
5) Duane Dukart 1545 Hay Rd V0E 2S1
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On Jul 26, 2020, at 8:26 AM, Nancy Geismar <

> wrote:

Hi Jackie, Just to be clear, I want to be sure the email sent yesterday is included in the Council agenda,
July 28, item 10c.
Thank you,
Nancy
Hello Jackie,
I understand there will be a First Reading at the July 28 council meeting on the development proposed
on Hay and Grizzly (Stefan Maunz's proposal). I am a resident on Hay Road. This email goes on the
record to oppose this development at this time for the following reasons:
1. There should be a deferral on approval of this development until Phase 2 and Phase 3 of Mackenzie
Village are completed. Mackenzie Village ALONE will place a huge burden on the area (from a
population, traffic, noise, light pollution standpoint) and there are no mitigation actions in place for this
increased population.
By "mitigation factors" I refer to:
a. Traffic flow. There must be plans to complete a round‐about and deal with increased traffic BEFORE
the development proceeds (including sidewalks).
b. Trail network: Trails need to be established and built BEFORE the development proceeds.
c. Parking issues need to be dealt with.
2. There should be a deferral on approval until the OCP is properly consulted on and updated.
Otherwise, this is an unfair process.
The CAO comments on page 1 of the Council Report that the development supports "livability" and
"sustainability". I argue that neither of those two goals are met in regards to the current residents, who
have been paying taxes in this area for decades. There has not been proper public/neighbourhood
consultation in regards to this project. There should be a deferral on approval of this development
until a proper neighbourhood consultation has been completed. I believe you are rushing this step and
Covid has not helped. Leveraging the Covid crisis and saying that you cannot have proper
neighbourhood consultation is unfair and not following due process.
Also in light of the "livability" and "sustainability" mentioned by the CAO, I would suggest the
following ‐‐ ONLY IF AND/OR WHEN the development gets approved:
a. Written word that NO vacation rentals will ever be allowed in this development;
b. That a third‐party traffic analysis is completed prior to starting development;
c. That construction only be done between the hours of 8 am and 5 pm;
d. That side walks are put in to Arrow Heights school;

e. That a trail system is planned and built prior to the development starting;
f. That there is no charge for existing residents to hook‐up to city sewer;
g. You should be consulting current residents on the "livability" and "sustainability" issues... as these are
the people who have been paying taxes all these years.
I appreciate you reading these concerns and speaking on behalf of the Arrow Heights residents who are
concerned with this development going ahead when 1) we have not seen the extent of the impact
(potential damage) that Mackenzie Village will put on the area; and 2) nor has the OCP has been
properly consulted with the current neighbourhood residents.
Best regards,
Nancy Geismar
1525 Hay Road

From: Christine McLean
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Hay Road Development

July 27, 2020
For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda of July 28, 2020
Re: Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and 2266
Dear Ms. Low, Mayor Sulz, Councillors Brooks‐Hill, Cherlet, Elliot, Rhind, and Younker
Please find my submission of the echoed concerns regarding the Hay road development, captured in the below letter by
Steven Cross. I agree with every point in his letter. Please do not go ahead with the Hay Road development. Our family is
very opposed to the development. There are many other appropriate areas in Revelstoke for this type of endeavour. We
are all for single family homes. Please no more high density development in this neighbourhood.
Regards,
Christy McLean
1942 Aspen Cres
Revelstoke BC
V0E2S3
July 26, 2020
For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda of July 28, 2020
Re: Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and 2266
Dear Ms. Low, Mayor Sulz, Councillors Brooks‐Hill, Cherlet, Elliot, Rhind, and Younker
First and foremost, as a citizen of Revelstoke, and secondly, as a home‐owner in Arrow Heights, I want it on
record that I am against Council approving the above noted Bylaw amendments. My specific reasons are as
follows:
Bylaw 2265
OCP changes from Future Growth to T3 Sub‐Urban Land Use for the Development Proposal Area
Council voted to approve an area by area community consultation leading to OCP updates. The decision to
update the OCP this way was taken on the advice of staff that such a process would be effective, caring,
and cost efficient. The Arrow Heights area has not yet even begun its official consultation process and yet
Staff are recommending that Council supersede that process to approve this major zoning change. It is hard
to conceive how doing so represents consistent governance or a fair and caring process.
In addition, there has been no substantive discussion on what “Future Development” in the current OCP
really means. I submit that at the time that was written residents would have overwhelmingly construed
future development to mean more houses like the ones already there and that is certainly what the
current residents of the proposed development area thought it meant. To amend the OCP for this
proposed development is to politically favor a developer over the residents of Arrow Heights. In our

democracy, where Councillors and Mayor are elected to represent the citizens while making good decisions
for the community overall, it is clear that sometimes these two concepts collide. A quality process for
decision‐making is essential to people retaining faith in the system. If Council elects to leapfrog the
promised OCP full consultation they promised in order to fast‐track this development then a grave
miscarriage of process will have occurred and the residents of Arrow Heights will have every right to
feeling lied to and railroaded.
Since the OCP was last updated Revelstoke has got the process backwards. Developers should be asked to
adhere to the OCP until the OCP is changed through community discourse and broad agreement. But
instead, developers have lobbied for what is good for them and staff and Councils have largely supported
those lobbies to the detriment of many and the degradation of the OCP itself. It is time for Council to fully
respect the OCP as being our communities guiding document.
The right thing for Mayor and Council to do is to defeat the proposed motion until any OCP amendments
for any area of Revelstoke can be properly done. That plan was recommended by staff and was approved
by Council just a few months ago. Mayor and Council should at least have the integrity to follow their own
action plan and to keep their implied social contract promise to the neighborhoods of Revelstoke.
Bylaw 2266
Amendment to Zoning Bylaw 1264 and 1984
The proposal by staff to Council on this is for the Single Family Residential District – R1 ‐ to be changed to
Comprehensive Development Zone 20 – CD20 ‐ for the proposed Hay Road development area.
On the process side of this issue, if Council approves these changes, which will have huge impacts on
current residents in the area, it will be a complete travesty of representation and a clear example of
Council having little regard for those most impacted when they make decisions. A developer buys land fully
knowing what the zoning is and then lobbies staff and Council to have it changed – how is that anything
that Council should feel obliged to do? This is not an issue of the common good over local residents but
rather an issue of development over qualify of life.
It is easy in local politics to get bogged down in the minutia of rules and the threats of lobby groups while
forgetting the big picture is what matters most. But big picture philosophy ought to matter. Council would
have every right to reject this motion based only on the philosophy of keeping the OCP promise. But if that
is not enough reason then the practical details certainly are:

1. Hay Road is at best 1.5 lanes wide and barely able to handle the traffic it has now. In winter it is
often down to one lane. The developer funded traffic study came back saying no impact of adding
64 houses with up to 80 some household units. Such a study lacks credibility. What happened to
the city hiring independent studies for such issues and passing the cost onto the developer?
Without independent studies residents can have no faith the study was not tainted by prejudice.
Council should defeat this motion and direct staff to commission a credible traffic study, that takes
into account the impact of Mackenzie Village over the coming years. The cost of that study should
be borne by the developer but not directed by him.
2. The proposal will apparently add sidewalks at the developers expense but history has shown that
sidewalks cost a great deal after they are built. So the residents of an R1 get their lives greatly
impacted with more congestion and noise only to also see their taxes go up for sidewalks that are
only needed due to the development they didn’t want. How is that good governance? Council
should defeat this motion and direct staff to conduct and present a full disclosure 20 year cost and
tax impact for the proposed development.
3. The proposed development offers some trails but there is no comprehensive plan on the table for

Arrow Heights for a full trail system to be implemented. This is something residents have been
asking about for years and yet Council is now being asked to approve yet another comprehensive
development without residents getting confidence their need for a trail walking and cycling system
be assured first. We want to be sustainable and a trail system not only is safer and less costly than
sidewalks, it is also more environmentally sound. Council should vote to defeat this motion until
staff present and Council passes a comprehensive trail development plan, developed in
consultation with residents and land owners for Arrow Heights.
4. As the increased traffic from Mackenzie Village and increased tourism builds, the Illecillewaet
bridge is a bottleneck point of major concern for our entire town. There is no way it is good
governance to support more development before a comprehensive plan is approved for Airport
Way and the bridge.
5. The staff report explicitly states that the proposed development supports the Council strategic
priorities of Livability and Sustainability but Council has not yet actually done the work to define
what those terms mean or what residents believe they mean. How can it be good governance to
use a defining term in such a context when no one knows what that really means?
There are many other details in this that citizens need to be aware of and which Council should address,
should they pass these motions. If that comes to pass then those other details are for discussion.
The right thing for Mayor and Council to do now though is to vote against the proposed Bylaws so that
Council can stay honorable to its own OCP update plan and work to fulfil the needs of Arrow Heights for
roads, trails, costs and tax load, before more development is approved.
To do otherwise at this time is to break the social contract with the people of Arrow Heights, and indeed,
with Revelstoke in general.
To approve something like this, during the Covid Crisis, when citizens can’t really participate at Council
meetings or Public Hearings as they might normally be able to do so is especially poor. The better
governance choice would be postpone any major decision until the people you represent can actually be a
full partner to the process.
Sincerely,
Steven Cross

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Amy Ashford
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Bill 2265 and council agenda
To Council and Mayor,
I am writing today about Bill 2265. For official inclusion to the Council agenda of July 28, 2020, item 10c. I am against
approval. I live in upper arrow heights by the hay rd development and feel we are being ignored in the name of a
development we do not want and which your official plan does not recognize.
Bylaw 2265 will change the Official Community Plan (OCP) for current vacant land in Arrow Heights from “Future
Growth” to “T3 Sub‐urban Land Use”. Bylaw 2266 will change the zoning along Hay Road from R1 Single Family
Residential to Comprehensive Development Zone 20”.
While both have serious impact on my quality of life and set a disturbing trend for how things get done, it is Bylaw
2265 that is critically important me.
If Council passes Bylaw 2265, it will be a complete travesty of process and trust, not only for the residents around
Hay Road, but also for all the other neighbourhoods of Revelstoke.
NO major development of any kind should be approved until the OCP for the neighborhood impacted is fully
updated with consultation, participation, and vigorous debate at Council.
Over and over again in Revelstoke, developers knowingly buy land that is not designated for the kind of
development they want to do. They are speculating and then they lobby the city and Council to change the OCP and to
change zoning for what they want to happen. So a plan people relied on is changed dramatically to suit a developer.
Our city staff should be championing our OCP and upholding it with developers but instead they seem to end up acting
for the developer more than the residents.
If this passes you are effectively destroying the publics trust. The OCP is the most important guiding document we
have as a town ‐ if it means nothing what trust can anyone have in making their life decisions in our community – where
to live, what to buy etc?
If Mayor and Council vote to approve this bylaw you are clearly saying that the previous process they approved for OCP
consultation and update means nothing, and if it is done here it will be done in other areas too. This has happened
already over the last 6 years and enough is enough. I want to send a clear message to Mayor and Council that we need
them to respect the OCP itself and to follow a proper consultative process for updating it, and to stop giving in to
lobbying groups that seek to seriously change a neighbourhoods quality of living so they can make money.
The Mayor and our Council needs to have some respect for the most important things that guide our decisions and our
growth ‐ the OCP and the process for updating it.. Thank you
Sincerely Amy Ashford
Sent from my iPhone
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Stephanie Bowlen
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 11:06 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]For inclusion to the council agenda July 28 2020, item 10C
Good morning
It ya come to my attention that council intends to ignore due process for Bylaw 2265. I am a resident of arrow heights
and I do not approve the rezoning or vacant land in my neighbourhood. I do not feel like this community has been
properly consulted on these matters and from what have heard in the community is that we collectively do not want the
dynamics of this lovely neighbourhood ruined by big development projects. We need a better consultation process
before any major changes should be allowed to go through.
Thank you,
Stephanie Bowlen
Ganesh Management Services
Punta de Mita, Mex
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From: Ryan Creary
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 8:21 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Hay Road Development
Hello,
I am fully and completely against what council is trying to do with the Hay Road development. I moved to Arrow Heights
to be in the less busy/quieter part of Revelstoke. I spent to my life savings to purchase my first home in this part of
Revelstoke for that reason. I am completely disappointed in councils decision to move forward with this project. I am all
for single family homes but a high density development is not appropriate especially after the Mackenzie Village has
already been approved. I lived in Canmore for 10 years and saw first hand what happened there when they built condo
complex after condo complex ‐ they become transient, completely run down vancation rentals with no respect for the
surrounding community. But at least they weren't smack in the middle of a single family home neighbourhood. Now
Revelstoke is headed down the same path as Canmore and it is not good. This is the kind of decision that will ruin the
quality of life for this neighbourhood. Downtown or Columbia park is much more appropriate area for a such a project.
Please do not pass this project to be in upper arrow heights. We already have the horrible gun range to deal with ‐ how
the city allows a gun range to still exist in a neighbourhood full of families is mind boggling???? Time to step up and do
the right thing on both of these issues.
Ryan Creary
Photographer
website:
email:
facebook:
instagram:
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For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda of July 28, 2020
Re: Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and 2266

Dear Mayor Sulz, Ms. Low, Councilors Brooks-Hill, Cherlet, Elliot, Rhind, and Younker:
We are Revelstoke residents of Upper Arrow Heights who live on Hay Rd, very close to the corner of Hay and
Nichol Rds. where we have an up close daily view of this single exit/entry portal into the neighborhood.
We are writing regarding the development at Hay Rd. and Grizzly Ln. We have attended both developer open
houses, met with the developer privately, and filled out the City’s online survey regarding this proposed project.
We applaud the modifications Mr. Maunz has made to the proposed development in response to community
feedback and believe he has made significant and reasonable effort, within his purview as a private developer,
to consider and respond to neighborhood impacts. The housing development itself is an exciting project with a
great deal of merit. It is thoughtfully planned, and we hope that a development of this quality will eventually
be built in Revelstoke, and even perhaps in Upper Arrow Hts.
It is our observation that, unfortunately, the City has not completed fair and due process and planning to allow
a development of this scale to proceed at this time. Neighborhood infrastructure supports have not been
adequately planned and/or communicated, and approval of these bylaw changes would represent an unjust and
hasty circumvention of the Official Community Plan (OCP) re-design process Council itself approved to guide
neighborhood planning.
It is time for Revelstoke to say “enough”. We are tired of the past decade of decisions made to favor developers
when our OCP does not sanction that. We are tired of developers buying land and then lobbying on a case-bycase basis to successfully change zoning for their benefit without an up-to-date OCP in place, without adequate
community consultation and response to community consultation. Revelstoke has the process backwards and
needs to get that process back on track the right way. It is important not to rush and to carefully take the time
needed to do this properly. We must have a rock solid OCP developed with community discourse and broad
agreement and developers must adhere to it – that is what should happen. Instead, at great monetary expense to
the City administrative system, the pattern has been that developers buy up land and lobby for change – and,
shockingly, Councils have successively pandered to them instead of respecting the tax paying residents. The
shambolic approval of Mackenzie Village is a jaw-dropping example of this, the impact of which is yet to be
understood and will extend beyond just Arrow Heights.
We actually believe the proposed Hay Rd. development is an excellent one. Let’s do it right this time, plan the
supporting infrastructure and neighborhood improvements properly, and start righting the grave wrongs that
were allowed with Mackenzie Village, hopefully mitigating the damage of this other much larger, badly
orchestrated intrusion in due course.

We are opposed to bylaw changes 2265 and 2266 at this time for the reasons outlined below:

1) A traffic impact study conducted by the developer without independent oversight lacks credibility. A
conclusion of ‘no significant traffic increase’ is laughable and should cause immediate suspicion.

There is one and only one intersection to enter and exit the entire Upper Arrow Hts area. Up to 87
housing units are possible with this development. Even if the plot does stay at R1 zoning, the traffic
management in its current state requires significant improvements. There are already congestion and
safety problems in peak hours now when school children, ski-hill patrons living and visiting Arrow
Hts and using Hay Rd, as well as daily work commuters are all crowding Hay at the same time. This is
much worse in winter when the roadway is narrowed by massive snow piles and tourist parking at
vacation rental properties is significantly increased, including with large multi-unit snowmobile
trailers.
2) Without the OCP update for Arrow Heights having begun, an Arrow Heights Trail Plan from the City was
requested during community consultation for this development. None has been published to date.

Development proposals like this highlight the crucial need for planning work that must take place to
provide the foundation for new developments. Opportunistic development must not be rushed in a
way that circumvents this. Footpath and bike path networks are very high on the Livability and
Sustainability checklist. It is imperative that any new development connect with other safe pedestrian
pathways to school, downtown and the ski hill/golf course. A paths and trails plan and right of ways
need to be secured before any further development takes place.
As the increased traffic from Mackenzie Village and increased tourism builds, the Illecillewaet bridge is
a bottleneck point of major concern for our entire town. Arrow Heights residents asked Council for
their plan about the bridge when Mackenzie Village was proposed. Nothing was presented then or
since. We are asking again. There is no way it is good governance to support more development before
a comprehensive plan is approved for Airport Way and the bridge.

3) Council approved an area-by-area community consultation leading to OCP updates. The decision to update
the OCP this way was predicated on a process that would be effective, caring, and cost efficient. The Arrow
Heights area has not even begun its official consultation process and yet Staff are recommending that Council
supersede that process to approve this major zoning change. How does this represent consistent governance or a
fair and caring process?
4) Development in Revelstoke is not being presented to community members wholly and transparently.
Conflicts of interested are not disclosed ex: The City publishes an online survey for Hay Rd and references a
traffic study, but does not disclose that it was paid for by the developer and had no independent review.
Council’s development agendas are published quietly online, buried in legalese and without notification to the
people who have provided their contact details multiple times at open houses and on online surveys. It seems
the meaningful feedback opportunities for citizens are shrouded in council meetings during working hours and
barricaded behind the impossibility of last minute notifications from one or 2 thoughtful people, sometimes a
city councillor acting independently if we’re lucky, who must take it upon themselves to alert the
community. We filled out the survey a few weeks ago. We were pleased to see a survey, but are now
disheartened by the lack of follow up. When will the City provide survey respondents with the survey results
and a report of actions taken based on this input? Will readings of this proposal at Council Meetings take these
survey responses into account? How will we know?

We would favour the proposed development at Hay Rd. and Grizzley Lane if:
1.

Council and the planning department commission an independent traffic impact study of this development
combined with the traffic from the Mackenzie Village. The numerous vacation rentals in the area, legal and
illegal must be considered. Residents in Arrow Heights need to be interviewed for a traffic impact
assessment to be credible and its conclusions respected.
The traffic improvement plan is published and construction timelines clear.

2.

A comprehensive Trail & Sidewalks plan is developed for all of Arrow Heights, with neighbourhood input.
There needs to be a trail from this new development across Mackenzie Village property to the Arrow
Heights school and on to downtown (where there was one historically). This section of trail will become a
very important link in the trail system from downtown and the rest of town to the ski hill/golf course
resort. This must include a full disclosure 20 year cost and tax impact for the proposed development.
The trails and sidewalks development plan is published and construction timelines clear.

3.

Mayor and Council defeat the current proposed motions until the OCP amendments for this area of
Revelstoke can be properly done, as per the plan recommended by City Staff and approved by Council just
a few months ago.
The schedule for 2020/21 Arrow Hts Community OCP Consultation meetings published with adequate
notice and distribution to ensure reasonable participation.

Please confirm that you have received this correspondence and will include it in the official council meeting on
Tues July 28 2020.
Thank you for all the hard work you do for our community. We are counting on you.

Respectfully,
Vikki and Russell Haines

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Stefanie Kellock
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Council Agenda of July 28 2020
For official inclusion to the council agenda of July 28,2020 item 10c
In regards to the consideration of further development in the Arrow Heights area, ski hill or along Airport Way.
Fourth street has become the main and ONLY ACCESS for these mentioned areas along with our hospital.
I question how the residential areas are considered as more and more projects are considered and approved on the ski
hill side of town without addressing the lack of safe pedestrian access along fourth street And increased traffic volume.
Further more, what was once a residential street has now become a freeway with drivers exceeding 50km hr and
passing each other even when a pedestrian cross walk is involved.
This is not a safe situation and could be potentially fatal. The noise as well as the increased risk posed to our community
as a result of the continued increase to volume on this road must be taken into account.
A speed limit reduction on this road as well as a formal look at the impact of the accelerated use of this thoroughfare
must be examined before any further development is approved. An alternate route to the ski hill and Arrow heights is
also a something we strongly need as the resort continues to develop.
No further development should be considered or approved on the ski hill side of town until an action plan and serious
consideration is put towards the impact of more and more use on a road and bridge in a residential area that was never
designed for such volume of use. More safe and clearly marked cross walks, signs banning the use of engine brakes, and
a speed limit reduction are all factors which require urgent attention.
Thank you,
Stefanie Kellock

Sent from my iPhone
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From: alan360
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 11:48 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Hay rd. Development

To Counsil and Mayer,
I am writing today about Bill 2265. For official inclusion to the Council agenda of July 28, 2020, item 10c. I am against
approval. We live in upper arrow heights by the hay rd development and feel we are being ignored in the name of a
development we do not want and which your official plan does not recognize.
Bylaw 2265 will change the Official Community Plan (OCP) for current vacant land in Arrow Heights from “Future
Growth” to “T3 Sub‐urban Land Use”. Bylaw 2266 will change the zoning along Hay Road from R1 Single Family
Residential to Comprehensive Development Zone 20”.
While both have serious impact on my quality of life and set a disturbing trend for how things get done, it is Bylaw
2265 that is critically important me
If Council passes Bylaw 2265, it will be a complete travesty of process and trust, not only for the residents around
Hay Road, but also for all the other neighbourhoods of Revelstoke.
NO major development of any kind should be approved until the OCP for the neighborhood impacted is fully
updated with consultation, participation, and vigorous debate at Council.
Over and over again in Revelstoke, developers knowingly buy land that is not designated for the kind of
development they want to do. They are speculating and then they lobby the city and Council to change the OCP and to
change zoning for what they want to happen. So a plan people relied on is changed dramatically to suit a developer.
Our city staff should be championing our OCP and upholding it with developers but instead they seem to end up
acting for the developer more than the residents.
If this passes you are effectively destroying the publics trust. The OCP is the most important guiding document we
have as a town ‐ if it means nothing what trust can anyone have in making their life decisions in our community – where
to live, what to buy etc?
If Mayor and Council vote to approve this bylaw you are clearly saying that the previous process they approved for OCP
consultation and update means nothing, and if it is done here it will be done in other areas too. This has happened
already over the last 6 years and enough is enough. I want to send a clear message to Mayor and Council that we need
them to respect the OCP itself and to follow a proper consultative process for updating it, and to stop giving in to
lobbying groups that seek to seriously change a neighbourhoods quality of living so they can make money.
The Mayor and our Council needs to have some respect for the most important things that guide our decisions and
our growth ‐ the OCP and the process for updating it.. Thank you
Sincerely Alan Kennedy

Sent from my Bell Samsung device over Canada's largest network.
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From: Melissa Kennedy
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 11:22 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Bill 2265

To Counsil and Mayer,
I am writing today about Bill 2265. For official inclusion to the Council agenda of July 28, 2020, item 10c. I am against
approval. We live in upper arrow heights by the hay rd development and feel we are being ignored in the name of a development
we do not want and which your official plan does not recognize.
Bylaw 2265 will change the Official Community Plan (OCP) for current vacant land in Arrow Heights from “Future Growth” to
“T3 Sub-urban Land Use”. Bylaw 2266 will change the zoning along Hay Road from R1 Single Family Residential to
Comprehensive Development Zone 20”.
While both have serious impact on my quality of life and set a disturbing trend for how things get done, it is Bylaw 2265 that
is critically important me
If Council passes Bylaw 2265, it will be a complete travesty of process and trust, not only for the residents around Hay
Road, but also for all the other neighbourhoods of Revelstoke.
NO major development of any kind should be approved until the OCP for the neighborhood impacted is fully updated with
consultation, participation, and vigorous debate at Council.
Over and over again in Revelstoke, developers knowingly buy land that is not designated for the kind of development they
want to do. They are speculating and then they lobby the city and Council to change the OCP and to change zoning for what
they want to happen. So a plan people relied on is changed dramatically to suit a developer.
Our city staff should be championing our OCP and upholding it with developers but instead they seem to end up acting for the
developer more than the residents.
If this passes you are effectively destroying the publics trust. The OCP is the most important guiding document we have as a
town - if it means nothing what trust can anyone have in making their life decisions in our community – where to live, what to buy
etc?
If Mayor and Council vote to approve this bylaw you are clearly saying that the previous process they approved for OCP
consultation and update means nothing, and if it is done here it will be done in other areas too. This has happened already over
the last 6 years and enough is enough. I want to send a clear message to Mayor and Council that we need them to respect the
OCP itself and to follow a proper consultative process for updating it, and to stop giving in to lobbying groups that seek to
seriously change a neighbourhoods quality of living so they can make money.
The Mayor and our Council needs to have some respect for the most important things that guide our decisions and our growth
- the OCP and the process for updating it.. Thank you
Sincerely Melissa Kennedy
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From: Mary Kline
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 10:07 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Hay Road Development

For official inclusion of the Council agenda of July 28, 2020, item 10c
Dear Mayor and Councillors,
I am writing this letter as a resident of Hay Road to request that you delay decisions relating to development
of this property until the conclusion of the OCP. Many other items relating to the City are being delayed until
the OCP has been completed. Please don't rush this decison without a plan in place as this is a large
development in an area that also has another significant development underway. I'm not for or against this
development, there are many positives but there are also concerns that could be explored further. As a citizen
I have engaged in city surveys and provided feedback to the OCP and I would like this decision to be an
informed one that aligns with the plan and vision for the City of Revelstoke and my neighbourhood. I don't
know what that looks like until it is completed and I think it would be fair to say that none of you do either. It's
not fair to Revelstoke residents to continue making major decisions without any plan or vision in place. Piece
meal and isolated decision making rarely works out well when there isn't a connection to a plan or a bigger
picture.
Mackenzie Village was approved despite the fact that it was contradictory to the OCP. At the time it was said
that the OCP was outdated and not relevant so couldn't be used well for decision making processes. The new
OCP will bring to light any concerns or issues that should be addressed in relation to this development in terms
of infrastructure and community/neighbourhood vision. Mackenzie Village is a one minute walk down the
road from this proposed development. Neither are small developments and need to be guided by the City of
Revelstoke with intention and thoughtfulness. Again, not debating the merits of Mackenzie Village as it also
has a mix of positives and concerns as with everything. However, only Phase 1 has been developed, it is
unknown what is to come. How will this development and Mackenzie Village impact city infrastructure,
neighbouhood infrastructure, city services, neighbourhood services, the future of the neighbourhood, quality
of life for residents etc. If you don't know the answers to these questions, please wait until the process that
you set in place to find out these answers is completed. We are not a large neighbourhood and can only
absorb so much without changing the character of our neighbourhood and quality of life.

Thank you for your consideration.
Mary Kline
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Sulz
Council; Admin@revelstoke.ca Email
[External]Fwd: Dear Mayor and Council
Monday, July 27, 2020 9:10:57 AM

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: Linda Nixon
Date: July 27, 2020 at 9:04:20 AM PDT
To: Garth Nixon
Subject: Dear Mayor and Council
Dear Mayor and Council
I am writing in support of development on Hay Road as per agenda for July 28,
2020.
I only ask that a covenant be registered on the development that no vacation short
term rentals be allowed.
Young families need work. Working tradespeople are an indicator of future
growth. This land is for future growth. Future growth is proposed.
Young families and downsizing families, young professionals will buy into this
proposed subdivision. A sidewalk completed before winter all the way to the
school would be a wonderful asset.
A set of covered stairs from upper McKinnon to lower McKinnon would be a
transportation legacy.
Move forward Revelstoke, developers bring capital for young working families.
Wishing you forward in your thinking
Linda Nixon
Sent from my iPad

From: candy
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 10:59 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]“For official inclusion to the Council agenda of July 28, 2020, item 10c”.
Dear Mayor and Council Members:
I am writing in opposition of the proposed development on Hay Road.
Also, I am in opposition of the OCP amendment and the Zoning amendment, which are needed in order for the project
to commence.
I live in Upper Arrow Heights and the volume of traffic has increased immensely down Hay Road already just with the
addition of the MacKenzie Heights subdivision.
Hay road is already reduced down to one lane due to construction of new houses and the parking of worker's vehicles
on the road. I can not imagine the amount of traffic that will be going through and noise if this Hay Road Project is
allowed to go through.
Please take into consideration the people in this neighborhood. We have endured enough construction, traffic, dust, dirt
and noise with the MacKenzie Heights subdivision and MacKenzie Village Phase one constructions. Plus the other
phases of MacKenzie Village are yet to come.
Not to mention the ongoing squealing of Kozek Sawmills and the Rifle range noise we endure.
I am sure this "Hay Road" project could be built elsewhere.
So, No to the proposed Development Plan on Hay Road and No to the amendments required.
Thank you,
Candy & Derek Potter
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From: Allie Bruni
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 12:06 PM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Cc: Stephane Riendeau‐iM
Subject: [External]Hay Road Development

For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda of July 28, 2020
Re: Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and 2266
Dear Ms. Low, Mayor Sulz, Councillors Brooks‐Hill, Cherlet, Elliot, Rhind, and Younker
First and foremost, as a citizen of Revelstoke, and secondly, as home‐owners in Arrow Heights, we, Stephane Riendeau
and Allie Bruni (2 individuals) want it on record that we are against Council approving the above noted Bylaw
amendments. We’d also like it on record that we echo and agree with everything that was written to council by
Mr.Steven Cross, included here. In addition, and maybe not so eloquently we have my own concerns.
1. If council is not aware, there is a HUGE natural dam up the Illecillewaet River. The white local whitewater community
has tried to explain and communicate to the government the enormity and danger this proposes if not taken care of
soon and properly. The bridge would be destroyed in a heartbeat should a nature disaster occur. Even something like we
saw a few weeks ago with the road flooding near three valley gab. This is a huge area of concern for us a residents in
upper arrow heights and the likely hood of this happening is great.
2. We do not feel that the developers intentions to build passive homes has been communicated to the community to
the fullest extent. Passive homes and affordable homes are very different. Passive homes are not for the average folk.
Yes, they are beautiful and efficient but not affordable and will not allow substantial housing opportunities. In addition,
and from what I understand, these houses will be made in Kamloops and brought into Revelstoke. This type
of building development does not provided a employment for many Revelstoke residents.
3. Do any council members live in Upper Arrow heights? If so, than you know, see, feel all the ‘energy’ on Hay
Road. Currently, there are three houses being built, so many trucks, and so many kids out on the road. As someone who
drives from Upper McKinnon to Hay and onto Nichol two/three times a day ‐ its super scary and heartbreaking to be
honest.
4. With the development of the golf course and Mackenzie Village and the current houses being built ‐ where is all the
green space going?
5. Yes, Revelstoke needs more housing. Revelstoke needs affordable housing. This project is not the answer.
6. Again, Stephane Riendeau and I do not support this project and the noted Bylaw Amendments.
Thank you for your time and consideration. We appreciate you not moving forward right now with this project. Let's
wait till we are not in the middle of Summer, COVID and find alternative housing opportunities ‐ that’s the right thing to
do.
Allie Bruni and Stephane Riendeau
1930 Upper McKinnon Rd
Revelstoke, BC V0E2S1
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Bylaw 2265
OCP changes from Future Growth to T3 Sub‐Urban Land Use for the Development Proposal Area
Council voted to approve an area by area community consultation leading to OCP updates. The decision to update the
OCP this way was taken on the advice of staff that such a process would be effective, caring, and cost efficient. The
Arrow Heights area has not yet even begun its official consultation process and yet Staff are recommending that Council
supersede that process to approve this major zoning change. It is hard to conceive how doing so represents consistent
governance or a fair and caring process.
In addition, there has been no substantive discussion on what “Future Development” in the current OCP really means. I
submit that at the time that was written residents would have overwhelmingly construed future development to mean
more houses like the ones already there and that is certainly what the current residents of the proposed development
area thought it meant. To amend the OCP for this proposed development is to politically favor a developer over the
residents of Arrow Heights. In our democracy, where Councillors and Mayor are elected to represent the citizens while
making good decisions for the community overall, it is clear that sometimes these two concepts collide. A quality
process for decision‐making is essential to people retaining faith in the system. If Council elects to leapfrog the promised
OCP full consultation they promised in order to fast‐track this development then a grave miscarriage of process will have
occurred and the residents of Arrow Heights will have every right to feeling lied to and railroaded.
Since the OCP was last updated Revelstoke has got the process backwards. Developers should be asked to adhere to the
OCP until the OCP is changed through community discourse and broad agreement. But instead, developers have lobbied
for what is good for them and staff and Councils have largely supported those lobbies to the detriment of many and the
degradation of the OCP itself. It is time for Council to fully respect the OCP as being our communities guiding document.
The right thing for Mayor and Council to do is to defeat the proposed motion until any OCP amendments for any area of
Revelstoke can be properly done. That plan was recommended by staff and was approved by Council just a few months
ago. Mayor and Council should at least have the integrity to follow their own action plan and to keep their implied social
contract promise to the neighborhoods of Revelstoke.
Bylaw 2266
Amendment to Zoning Bylaw 1264 and 1984
The proposal by staff to Council on this is for the Single Family Residential District – R1 ‐ to be changed to
Comprehensive Development Zone 20 – CD20 ‐ for the proposed Hay Road development area.

On the process side of this issue, if Council approves these changes, which will have huge impacts on current residents in
the area, it will be a complete travesty of representation and a clear example of Council having little regard for those
most impacted when they make decisions. A developer buys land fully knowing what the zoning is and then lobbies staff
and Council to have it changed – how is that anything that Council should feel obliged to do? This is not an issue of the
common good over local residents but rather an issue of development over qualify of life.
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It is easy in local politics to get bogged down in the minutia of rules and the threats of lobby groups while forgetting the
big picture is what matters most. But big picture philosophy ought to matter. Council would have every right to reject
this motion based only on the philosophy of keeping the OCP promise. But if that is not enough reason then the practical
details certainly are:

1. Hay Road is at best 1.5 lanes wide and barely able to handle the traffic it has now. In winter it is often down to

2.

3.

4.
5.

one lane. The developer funded traffic study came back saying no impact of adding 64 houses with up to 80
some household units. Such a study lacks credibility. What happened to the city hiring independent studies for
such issues and passing the cost onto the developer? Without independent studies residents can have no faith
the study was not tainted by prejudice. Council should defeat this motion and direct staff to commission a
credible traffic study, that takes into account the impact of Mackenzie Village over the coming years. The cost of
that study should be borne by the developer but not directed by him.
The proposal will apparently add sidewalks at the developers expense but history has shown that sidewalks cost
a great deal after they are built. So the residents of an R1 get their lives greatly impacted with more congestion
and noise only to also see their taxes go up for sidewalks that are only needed due to the development they
didn’t want. How is that good governance? Council should defeat this motion and direct staff to conduct and
present a full disclosure 20 year cost and tax impact for the proposed development.
The proposed development offers some trails but there is no comprehensive plan on the table for Arrow Heights
for a full trail system to be implemented. This is something residents have been asking about for years and yet
Council is now being asked to approve yet another comprehensive development without residents getting
confidence their need for a trail walking and cycling system be assured first. We want to be sustainable and a
trail system not only is safer and less costly than sidewalks, it is also more environmentally sound. Council
should vote to defeat this motion until staff present and Council passes a comprehensive trail development plan,
developed in consultation with residents and land owners for Arrow Heights.
As the increased traffic from Mackenzie Village and increased tourism builds, the Illecillewaet bridge is a
bottleneck point of major concern for our entire town. There is no way it is good governance to support more
development before a comprehensive plan is approved for Airport Way and the bridge.
The staff report explicitly states that the proposed development supports the Council strategic priorities of
Livability and Sustainability but Council has not yet actually done the work to define what those terms mean or
what residents believe they mean. How can it be good governance to use a defining term in such a context when
no one knows what that really means?

There are many other details in this that citizens need to be aware of and which Council should address, should they
pass these motions. If that comes to pass then those other details are for discussion.
The right thing for Mayor and Council to do now though is to vote against the proposed Bylaws so that Council can stay
honorable to its own OCP update plan and work to fulfil the needs of Arrow Heights for roads, trails, costs and tax load,
before more development is approved.
To do otherwise at this time is to break the social contract with the people of Arrow Heights, and indeed, with
Revelstoke in general.
To approve something like this, during the Covid Crisis, when citizens can’t really participate at Council meetings or
Public Hearings as they might normally be able to do so is especially poor. The better governance choice would be
postpone any major decision until the people you represent can actually be a full partner to the process.
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Allie Bruni
Spandā Collective ‐ Music. Movement. Wellness.
E‐RYT 700 / Electronic DJ / Āyurveda / Lole Ambassador
- ELECTRIC PULSE, Thursdays @ 3p/PST 6p/EST
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From: jon somers
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Bill 2265,
To Counsil and Mayer,
I am writing today about Bill 2265. For official inclusion to the Council agenda of July 28, 2020, item 10c. I am against
approval. We live in upper arrow heights by the hay rd development and feel that the change of zone will be wrong for
both residents a d for Council and the city's image a d reputation.
Bylaw 2265 will change the Official Community Plan (OCP) for current vacant land in Arrow Heights from “Future
Growth” to “T3 Sub‐urban Land Use”. Bylaw 2266 will change the zoning along Hay Road from R1 Single Family
Residential to Comprehensive Development Zone 20”.
By approving this it will set a disturbing trend for how things get done and show council can be paid out, it is Bylaw
2265 that is critically important me
If Council passes Bylaw 2265, it will be a complete travesty of process and trust, not only for the residents around
Hay Road, but also for all the other neighbourhoods of Revelstoke.
NO major development of any kind should be approved until the OCP for the neighborhood impacted is fully
updated with consultation, participation, and vigorous debate at Council.
Over and over again in Revelstoke, developers knowingly buy land that is not designated for the kind of
development they want to do. They are speculating and then they lobby the city and Council to change the OCP and to
change zoning for what they want to happen. So a plan people relied on is changed dramatically to suit a developer.
Our city staff should be championing our OCP and upholding it with developers but they could gain a poor reputation
acting for the developer more than the residents.
If this passes you are effectively destroying the publics trust. The OCP is the most important guiding document we
have as a town ‐ if it means nothing what trust can anyone have in making their life decisions in our community – where
to live, what to buy etc?
If Mayor and Council vote to approve this bylaw you are clearly saying that the previous process they approved for OCP
consultation and update means nothing, and if it is done here it will be done in other areas too.
I want to send a clear message to Mayor and Council that we need them to respect the OCP itself and to follow a proper
consultative process for updating it, and to stop giving in to lobbying groups that seek to seriously change a
neighbourhoods quality of living so they can make money.

The Mayor and our Council needs to have some respect for the most important things that guide our decisions and
our growth ‐ the OCP and the process for updating it..
Thank you
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From: Chris Thorson
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 11:45 AM
To: Gary Sulz <gsulz@revelstoke.ca>; Michael Brooks‐Hill <mbrookshill@revelstoke.ca>; Nicole Cherlet
<ncherlet@revelstoke.ca>; Rob Elliott <relliott@revelstoke.ca>; Rhind, Jackie <jrhind@revelstoke.ca>; Cody Younker
<cyounker@revelstoke.ca>; Dawn Low <dawn.low@revelstoke.ca>;
;
;
; Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>
Cc: Sue and Chris Thorson
Subject: [External]For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda of July 28,2020Re:Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and 2266
July 26, 2020
For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda of July 28, 2020, item 10c
Re: Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and 2266
Dear Ms. Low, Mayor Sulz, Councillors Brooks‐Hill, Cherlet, Elliot, Rhind, and Younker, Ms. Hemphill, Mr. Buhler.
This email needs to be included on the Council Agenda for Tuesday, July 28.
As a citizen of Revelstoke and as a home‐owner in Upper Arrow Heights within 100m of the proposed development, I
want it on record that I am against Council approving these 2 Bylaw amendments 2265 and 2266.
Bylaw 2265
OCP changes from Future Growth to T3 Sub‐Urban Land Use for the Development Proposal Area
Please put me on record as being against this bylaw amendment at this time.
Council has decided to proceed with consultation for each community to update the OCP for each neighborhood. We,
the residents of Arrow Heights, have been promised this consultation and we are waiting to have our collective voices
heard regarding the future of our community. This updated OCP will be set the guiding principles for all future proposals
including the Hay Road development.
The decision to bring proposed OCP changes in this bylaw amendment is being disingenuous and disrespectful to the
process of consultation with us, the community members/residents. Approving this bylaw amendment disregards the
process of consultation and it erodes the confidence and respect of council. You, as elected members, are on council to
represent the interests of the current residents, not just the developer. The solution is to proceed with the

consultation with our community to update the OCP for Arrow Heights first and then bring the bylaw
amendment forward if it meets the guiding principle outlined in the new OCP for our community.
Additionally, there needs to be an appropriate and objective third party traffic study done prior to the Hay
Road development decision and associated bylaws pertaining to any OCP changes done. The traffic study that
has been done is obviously flawed as it references that there will ‘no net change to traffic’. This obviously
cannot be the case simply because 1+1 does not still equal 1! It’s my understanding that McKenzie Village has
had to do over 10 traffic studies, so lets have an appropriate one done here. The objectivity and sincerity in
this whole process is lacking and the fact that the city is trying to push this through at this time is absolutely
galling and disrespectful to not only the existing Arrow Hts residents but in fact all residents of
Revelstoke. This is a prime example how the process is NOT supposed to work. It simply goes against what
good governance should be, not to mention common sense.
And just to say that the Hay Rd properties in question are ‘zoned for future growth’ does not conform to
existing precedent and citizen expectations as rationale for this development which very much goes against
what is in the existing OCP. How is this a ‘fair and caring’ process?
1

Bylaw 2266
Amendment to Zoning Bylaw 1264 and 1984

I am against this amendment to this zoning bylaw. Again, council needs to consult with each community in
regards to updating the OCP first. This must be done first in order to have guiding principles. We, the
community members of Arrow Heights, need our collective voices heard through the OCP updates first and
foremost before any rezoning bylaws amendments are put forward to council. It is vital as elected members
that you respect the process that you have decided is the right way forward.
We already have major change coming to our neighborhood with Mackenzie Village’s 800 units that are in
progress. We also need an integrated city wide plan and commitment for trail connectivity and parks before
more substantial bylaws and development is approved.
Our community of Upper Arrow Heights has one road in and out that is already congested. It can’t safely
handle existing traffic volumes, especially in winter, never mind an additional 60 homes plus suites and the
substantial increase in associated traffic. It is a skinny road that is not meant to be a main
artery. Understanding this additional load needs to be fully understood and planned for, it needs to be done
before any future development is approved. I am also concerned about the increased pressure that will be
placed on the water and sewer infrastructure.
As an elected member, I urge you to make the right decision, the decision that will respect the process of
community consultation for the OCP first and oppose both these bylaw amendments at this time.
Sincerely,
Chris Thorson
1939 Upper McKinnon Road
Revelstoke, BC
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From: Josee Zimanyi
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2020 9:44 AM
To: Dawn Low <dawn.low@revelstoke.ca>; Gary Sulz <gsulz@revelstoke.ca>; Michael Brooks‐Hill
<mbrookshill@revelstoke.ca>; Nicole Cherlet <ncherlet@revelstoke.ca>; Rob Elliott <relliott@revelstoke.ca>; Rhind,
Jackie <jrhind@revelstoke.ca>; Cody Younker <cyounker@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]For Official Inclusion to the Council Agenda of July 28, 2020 Re: Proposed Bylaw Changes 2265 and
2266
Dear Ms. Low, Mayor Sulz, Councillors C. Younker, R. Elliot, N. Cherlet, J. Rhind, and M. Brooks‐Hill,
I am against the Hay Rd. Development Bylaw amendments for the following reasons:
1. Arrow Heights OCP revision with residents has not happened.
The sustainability and liveability of Arrow Heights as a quiet, rural, bikeable, walkable neighbourhood is decreasing as
we move closer to a resort town that values development over neighbourhood and community.
The process whereby developers buy land and then lobby to have the OCP changed to meet their needs is not
acceptable after years of community work to establish an OCP that is largely still applicable and what residents want.
Revelstoke is in the enviable position of asking developers how their development will add value to Revelstoke other
than just housing, and detailing what Revelstoke wants from the development.
Future developments and infrastructure should be planned with long‐term community benefits not just as standalone
projects.
2. Impacts from Mackenzie village and RMR, with regards to traffic, sidewalks, connectivity to town etc; should be
determined before more development happens. Residents should feel positive about the process, not dismayed about
having to lobby again to preserve their neighbourhood. The OCP exists so that residents do not need to launch a protest
every time a new developer comes to town.
3. What did the results of the Survey say?
4. A comprehensive Trail plan and implementation connecting all developments to downtown and RMR needs to
happen first as well as addressing the safety of pedestrians and cyclists on Nichol road.

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Josee Zimanyi
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‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Adele
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 11:38 PM
To: Development <development@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Hay Road Development Proposal

I am just now learning there was another meeting regarding the proposed development. I have a build under
construction on Hay Road. Prior to COVID I contacted your office and requested to be notified of future meetings. I was
not.
I am opposed to the development.
Respectfully,
Adele Avolio
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Adele Avolio
Sent: Sunday, August 2, 2020 10:22 AM
To: Council <Council@revelstoke.ca>; Building <building@revelstoke.ca>; Marianne Wade <mwade@revelstoke.ca>;
Gary Sulz <gsulz@revelstoke.ca>; Rob Elliott <relliott@revelstoke.ca>; Cody Younker <cyounker@revelstoke.ca>; Nicole
Cherlet <ncherlet@revelstoke.ca>; liam.harrp@revelstokereview.com
Cc: Matthew <avoliom72@hotmail.com>
Subject: [External]Fwd: Hay Road Proposed Development
Dear Revelstoke decision makers,
Charged with the burden of making the correct ethical and moral decisions for the future of our Revelstoke, I urge you
to consider what your constituents are trying to tell you.
A thoughtful decision to allow multi unit buildings into the area must also include a viable solution to the serious issue of
affordable housing in Revelstoke.
I understand you have already deliberated on amending the zoning to allow more development.
I now urge you to take a look at the building cost estimates and subsequent owner/rental proposed fees that will be
necessary to support the initiative.
Drawing from my very recent experience with passive construction in Revelostoke, I can provide evidence that
estimated costs are not what they appear to be. Though the passive design appears to be the correct decision based on
the ecological and sustainable benefits, the reality is that the build will be extremely expensive. This will result in adding
more high end units to the area. No developer will go into business to lose money.
In my humble opinion, I believe this project is not what Revelstoke needs at this time. I am happy to speak to any of the
recipients of this e‐mail.
I have included my telephone number.
Adele Avolio
Hay Road
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From: Victoria Vogt Haines
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2020 12:09 PM
To: Michael Brooks‐Hill <mbrookshill@revelstoke.ca>; Nicole Cherlet <ncherlet@revelstoke.ca>; Rob Elliott
<relliott@revelstoke.ca>; Rhind, Jackie <jrhind@revelstoke.ca>; Cody Younker <cyounker@revelstoke.ca>; Gary Sulz
<gsulz@revelstoke.ca>; Dawn Low <dawn.low@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: [External]Hay Rd. Development proposal
Dear Gary, councillors and Mrs. Low,
I am writing to re-submit this letter regarding the proposed Hay Rd. development discussed at council yesterday. I sent it
on Monday, but did not receive confirmation of receipt. I also did not cc all of you at the time and am unclear whether it
would have been forwarded so am doing so now.
As I believe you are aware, there is growing neighbourhood concern in Arrow Heights that the community voice is being
wilfully ignored. I hope this is not true. Current concern is heightened by the still stinging blow to trust that this
neighbourhood sustained when the public hearing for Mackenzie Village ended with council approving that development
at the end of a 3 hour meeting that +/- 200 people attended, where neither mayor nor councillors responded to a single
concern, many of them the very same infrastructure concerns we still have unanswered today. Based on this, community
members now are struggling to have any confidence at all that we will not be ignored again. That experience taught us
that by the time public hearings happen, City Staff and Council are so invested in the project that not only has the will to
make modifications evaporated, but that even explaining themselves to the community is by then too much for them to
bother with.
The developer has met with many community members over the past year and has held open houses, making responsive
changes to his proposed project within his purview. I think he's done an excellent job.
It does not appear, so far, that City Staff and City Council are conducting community engagement nearly as well as the
developer. It is disingenuous to claim that community engagement beyond what is normally expected has occurred,
without acknowledging that it is the developer who engaged, not the City. He has done what he can. We need to hear
from the City now regarding your part: traffic, the single entry/exit into a very busy and growing neighbourhood, the bridge,
trails and paths, the Arrow Hts OCP.
We took the time to fill out a survey, but have not been told what our own survey results are, or what response the City will
initiate based on the survey findings. The survey findings were referenced in yesterdays meeting reports, but not included
online for us to see. Why is that? Many community members wrote letters for inclusion into the agenda yesterday, and
either received no response or were told that letters arrived too late for inclusion despite the fact that the agenda was
published too late for any of us to know what was on it.
I am very concerned about this style of communication from the City. This air of secrecy and exclusion, muddled
processes and communication pathways that leave community members floundering and feeling disrespected cannot
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possibly be what you intend for your legacy on Council? I know you are all good people. So are the folks of Arrow
Heights.
Councillor Younker, your thoughtful, measured responses to the many people who submitted letters Monday were greatly
appreciated. Thank you for listening.
On behalf of myself and my neighbours, we hope to hear from more of you.
Submitted with respect.
Vikki Haines
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Subject:

FW: [External]Fw: Comments for Hay Rd development proposal discussion

From: Toria Oceans West
Sent: August 14, 2020 11:58 AM
To: council@revelstoke.ca <council@revelstoke.ca>
Subject: Comments for Hay Rd development proposal discussion
a/ the impacts on me, personally, as a non‐Arrow Heights but Revelstoke resident are just as important as impacts on the current
nearby residents in my opinion
b/ continuing same nag ‐ we all pay taxes, me less than anyone I suspect, but I too will be dinged if reach a tipping point with the
sewer system being overloaded by merrily carrying on hooking up all en route and a major expenditure is the only workable
remedy
c/ corollary: i prefer pre‐planning to coping with each new temptation as it is offered ‐ I urge to make sure the whole community
is able to contribute to updating our excellent OCP so that the next decade won't feature the continuous stream of requests to
vary, ignore, fold, spindle and mutilate the vision of land use the earlier document established
d/ Hay Rd. was probably not named for a community building family ‐ I remember amazing produce etc. being available to/for all
along that stretch of the Revelstoke landscape ‐ think Food Security
e/ one of the Future scenarios possible because of this pandemic and the variety of success levels of dealing with another
species' spread through we who act like we think we're Lords of the Universe when we give into greed IMHO is a Guaranteed
Annual Income federal scheme that will allow low income renters to afford places if places are built because seasonal
employment has lean shoulder seasons when you're scrambling to get by so this may allow a shift in emphasis to community
wellbeing through all having a safe roof from gambling on future tax bonanzas as the newly able to Work At Home financially
well off make a 21st century to the beauty of the mountains ‐ a natural impulse but it's a community decision when the point is
reached that taking care of business at home trumps building up the poker chip stack ‐ some of the housing being added to the
Revelstoke area comes on a truck from a manufacturing facility near Kamloops? Some are built on site? Availability of skilled
crews in the area is a mystery to me ‐ is there a shortage? If so, can Okanagan College run another basic training program to help
workers acquire skills? the virus is giving us the gift of a pause to rethink ‐‐ a second wave may get stomped in BC with all the
government's commitment to staying on top of the spread but the rest of the world is not being so lucky and we can both count
our blessings and imagine what things might be like without the firm controls
f/ my main concern is traffic ‐ one Illicillawaet River crossing for vehicles, water supply and sewage unpredicable weather
extremes ‐ i've seen fallen logs jam that watercourse at various spots that would make a beaver proud but scare this human ‐ i
am a propane‐heat newbie ‐ just got my meter ‐ I know where the gas line is quite precisely ‐ but the river is also crossed
underground by gas and electric lines of some sort?
I'm not saying I know but I suspect all the regrouping our Councils have tried to organize over the time since our last community‐
written OCP have been exercises in playing catch up because, even if the economic collapse hadn't happened just as
development was hitting its stride on the hill, the object of the game was to inflate a tiny, resilient but perennially stressed,
community as one blows up a beach ball and, i hypothesize that challenge was too much for the various executives and engineers
and planners that have traipsed thru City Hall and is the reason turnover has seemed so high in recentish history
g/ Lucky letter 7 ‐ The End ‐ my first and continuing reaction to this development proposal that won't alter to using septic
systems like the dwellings nearby, comes from its exciting my maternal instincts to a fever pitch because there is NO WAY OUT if
the main entry is blocked ‐‐ and, furthermore, there is no way in or out if an accident or intentional disruption of some sort,
blocks just one intersection for everyone who might have an urgency up the road
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Best luck in your deliberations as you mesh Mac Village anticipated changes, Affordable Housing NEEDS in addition to the
committed project, state of the water supply and sewage transport lines underground (measured in dollars by date) and planting
a 60‐unit moderately high rent resident community in the fertile ground ‐ one more entry/exit route uphill that is surely
maintained for easy access yearround would satisfy my fearful inclinations
Thanks for doing your best to lead us through these troubled times,
Cheers,
Toria Long
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Without Prejudice

24th August 2020
Reference: Hay Road Proposed Medium High Density Development
Attention: Mayor and Councilors
My name is Glenn Westrup and I live at 1736 Hay Road, Arrow Heights.
I am writing this letter to express my concerns regarding the proposed Stoke Living
medium high density development. I live less than 80 meters from the northwest
corner of the site and have attended two of the developers meetings however have
never received any feedback or follow up from the developer to my concerns. I have
seen no changes to the development plan to address the neighbourhood concerns. I
would take this as a deficiency of the Municipalities developer lead consultation
process. I also feel since the developer was aware of my opposition to their medium
high density development I have not received emails or letter drops from the
developer of updates and future meetings. Exclusion of opposing viewpoints seems to
be a flaw in the Revelstoke Municipalities new developer lead consultation process.
I originally arrived in Revelstoke in 1986 with my late wife and had a marvellous
summer of adventure and work. Every day we would ride our bikes and discover new
places. I liked the town, loved the mountains and kept returning to the new subdivision
below the the old Powder Springs ski area. I had discovered Upper Arrow Heights and
after having traveled extensively had found a place I felt was close to paradise. Like
many Australians on working visas we reluctantly left at the end of that summer.
It took 21 years but I arrived back in Vancouver in December 2007 to take up a
contract as Commercial Contract Project Manager with The Vancouver Organizing
Committee for the Winter Olympics and rented a car and drove straight to Revelstoke
and finally skied RMR. Once my games contract ended in 2010 and as a newly
minted Canadian Permanent Resident I moved to Arrow Heights first renting in
Biatecki Road and then purchasing my house at 1736 Hay Road in 2015. I was home
at last! OK so there is the background and here is the meat of the letter. I have four
major concerns about the Stoked Living medium high density development.
1 My neighbour
and my property are approximately 4 metres lower
than the proposed development. I have read the storm water drainage information in
the Geotechnical Survey from EXP Services. I am alarmed that section 4.7 states “run
off must be carefully managed to avoid flooding and erosion. This is a red light if EXP
Services are worried about the development being flooded what will happen to
Hay Road? In the new Stoked Living scenario of residents melting
snow as quick as possible in spring while watering lawns and gardens on this massive
development site. Once the majority of the trees and vegetation are removed where
will all the water go?
The wonderful grove of trees at the back of our properties was an active creek bed
back in the Sixties. Will this storm water run off create a situation where our septic
evaporation trenches will not operate due to soil saturation? No one knows because
you as councilors have not completed the due diligence required of public officials and
the develop has ignored this concern completely. I have never had a request from
anyone to look at the situation from our back yards.
2 I have read the WSP Traffic Impact Review and am surprised by statements by
municipality staff that the development will have no adverse effects on the traffic on
Hay Road. The traffic statement claims we presently have 700 car movements a day
and the proposed development will increase this by nearly double (630 extra car
movements a day). In winter we presently have problems negotiating the new
development areas of Hay Road due to huge snowbanks, on street parking and the

Subject:

Hay Road Development

From: Jeff Callaway
Date: Fri., Aug. 28, 2020, 10:23 p.m.
Subject: Hay Road Development
To: <publichearing@revelstoke.ca>

My feedback for the Hay Road development proposal.
I am of the strong belief this proposal should go ahead. There is densification planned across the road. The cost of
development to bring in new units for buyers to buy and keep real estate prices reasonable is few so this is another
positive.
I constantly hear of complaints regarding the cost of doing business in Recelstoke and the cost of living being too high
for families and lower income earning individuals. I believe that if Revelstoke were to grow by another 4 thousand
people it would attract more business to create enough local business to thrive and introduce competition which will
lower living costs for all. As well, a growing town will be more vibrant and more fully utilize and support all public
infrastructure, (hospital, schools, rink). Perhaps a more comprehensive college to leverage Revelstoke's natural
advantages for skilled trades and tourism related jobs. A larger center also becomes a stronger political entity to garner
more support from Victoria and Ottawa.
Incidentally, the OCP from 2008 was wildly optimistic and assumed there would be 20,000 people in Revelstoke this
year. Clearly that was laughably wrong. The arrogance of that assumption has held back Revelstoke from realizing its
potential and benefitting its lower income earning citizens. It's time for a change in mentality, (especially given the
deficits and debt incurred due to Covid: another unforeseen obstacle that life presents), and growth must be
encouraged.
I have owned a house in Revelstoke for 15 years and currently live on CP Hill. I love the city and would more there but I
have to work out of town.
Please approve this development.
Respectfully,
Jeff Callaway.
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